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ABSTRACT

Flapping wing insect flight is a complex dynamic flow system inspiring a new trend in aeronautic research focusing on Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs). Scientists and engineers are aiming for small form factors
combined with drastic reductions in weight, thus leading to improved
maneuverability and stabilized flight dynamics. In this master thesis,
the aerodynamical characteristics of a digitally reconstructed dragonfly are investigated by explorative visualization methods. This is a
particularly interesting and complex challenge due to the highly dynamic nature of the dragonfly’s double wing pairs.
Critical regions on the wing surface responsible for the generation and detachment of vortices are identified based on the notion
of the Finite-Time Lyapunov Exponent (FTLE). The resulting characterizations are afterwards utilized as input to a stochastically seeded
pathlet visualization. Stochastic seeding is shown to enable an automatic spawning of pathlets in the vicinity of interesting arising turbulent regions, suitable to capture the primary formation and geometric structure of vortical flow patterns. A multitude of parameters
regarding seeding, life time management and visual properties of the
pathlets are investigated using an interactive prototyping application
for parameter space exploration.
Additionally, a two-dimensional schematic view illustrates vortical flow structures occurring in close vicinity of the wing surfaces
in a clear fashion, remedying the inherent occlusion problems of the
pathlet-based rendering. The schematic visualization is realized using mesh segmentation based on Shape Diameter Functions (SDFs),
normal-based surface clustering, planar parameterization using Least
Squares Conformal Maps (LSCM) and a layouting procedure guided
by Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
Once appropriate visualization parameters have been determined,
the results can be examined in Virtual Reality (VR) environments. Employing stereoscopy improves depth perception and shows vortical
pathlet structures more vividly. However, the usage of immersive
environments is not effective as there are only very limited internal
structures to be observed in the dragonfly data set.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Insektenflug per Flügelschlag ist ein komplexes dynamisches System,
welches den aktuellen Trend nach Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) inspiriert.
Wissenschaftler und Ingenieure erarbeiten drastische Gewichtsreduktionen, um eine optimierte Manövrierfähigkeit und stabiles Flugverhalten zu ermöglichen. In dieser Masterarbeit werden die aerodynamischen Charakteristiken einer digital rekonstruierten Libelle durch
explorative Visualisierungsmethoden untersucht. Dies ist eine besonders interessante und komplexe Herausforderung aufgrund der sehr
dynamischen Beschaffenheit der dabei auftretenden doppelten Flügelpaare.
Kritische, für die Erzeugung von Wirbeln verantwortliche Regionen werden mit Hilfe des Finite-Time Lyapunov Exponent (FTLE) detektiert. Die resultierenden Charakterisierungen dienen anschließend
der Visualisierung durch stochastisch platzierte Pathlets. Der gewählte
Ansatz ermöglicht eine automatische Partikelerzeugung in der Nähe
turbulenter Regionen und erlaubt damit die Bildung und geometrische
Struktur der wirbelartigen Flussmuster zu erkennen. Verschiedene Visualisierungsparameter werden in einer interaktiven Anwendung zur
Exploration des Parameterraumes untersucht.
Zusätzlich lassen sich mit Hilfe einer schematischen Flügeldarstellung die nahe der Oberflächen auftretenden Wirbel klar aufzeigen
und dabei die Verdeckungsproblematik der Pathletvisualisierung umgehen. Die schematische Darstellung wird durch eine Reihe von Techniken erzeugt, darunter Mesh Segmentation mittels Shape Diameter Functions (SDFs), Oberflächenclustering anhand der Normalen,
planare Parametrisierung mittels Least Squares Conformal Maps (LSCM)
sowie Ausrichtung per Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
Sobald geeignete Visualisierungsparameter bestimmt wurden, lassen
sich die Ergebnisse in Virtual Reality (VR)-Umgebungen studieren.
Der Einsatz von Stereoskopie verbessert dabei die Tiefenwahrnehmung
und bewirkt eine plastischere Darstellung der Wirbelstrukturen. Immersive Umgebungen haben sich jedoch als weniger effektiv erwiesen,
da im Libellendatensatz nur wenige interne Strukturen zu beobachten
sind.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

motivation

Understanding natural phenomena is crucial to the discovery and
development of novel energy efficient technologies. Harnessing the
well-adapted results of millions of years of evolution and natural selection, the idea of biomimetics is to imitate models, structures, materials and systems from nature in order to solve complex human challenges. This principle has been successfully implemented in various
modern solutions from the macro to the nanoscale, e.g., improved solar power collection inspired by the arrangement of leaves on a plant
[3], reduced friction propeller blades mimicking the effect of supercavitation used by the mantis shrimp to kill their prey [16], or even in
by now common everyday technologies such as cutting tools inspired
by many animals’ self-sharpening teeth [12] and simple Velcro tape
hook-and-loop fasteners copying bur-like surface structures.

Figure 1: Leonardo da Vinci’s design for a flying machine with wings inspired by bats.

One of the most prominent examples of adapting natural structures into modern technology is probably aircraft wing design and
flight techniques. As depicted in figure 1, already Leonardo da Vinci’s
first designs for a flying machine with wings were structurally based
closely on the wings of a bat [2]. Given centuries in the history of aviation and flying nowadays often being considered as the safest way
of transportation [11], the aerodynamics of fixed-wing aircrafts with
more or less static planforms seems to be mostly understood.
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However, there is a new trend in aeronautic research focusing on
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), commonly often referred to as
drones. While the first unmanned aircrafts were basically more compact versions of the already well-elaborated static wing designs, technological progress enables scientists and engineers to aim for even
smaller form factors combined with a drastic reduction in weight,
leading to better maneuverability and improved flight dynamics. These
challenging goals require the consideration of more complex aerodynamic systems, which inevitably leads to the study of insects, the
undisputed masters of flapping flight in the microaerial scale. Understanding insect flight characteristics is of great interest, especially
since French entomologist August Magnan and his assistant André
Sainte-Lague in 1934 calculated that bee flight was aerodynamically
impossible. "The haphazard flapping of their wings simply shouldn’t keep
the hefty bugs aloft" [6].

Figure 2: Eastern Pondhawk Erythemis Simplicicollis dragonfly (Source: http:
//www.learnaboutnature.com/).

In this master thesis, the aerodynamic characteristics of the Eastern Pondhawk Erythemis Simplicicollis dragonfly depicted figure 2 are
investigated by explorative visualization methods. However, analyzing and understanding the dragonfly’s flight is a complex task due
to the highly dynamic nature of its double wing pairs. Especially the
identification of unsteady lift production mechanisms is of great interest and is approached in this thesis by trying to visually capture
the formation, shedding and attachment of vortices.
1.2

idea

A central concept towards the challenging task of understanding flapping wing flight aerodynamics is the notion of the Finite-Time Lyapunov Exponent (FTLE), a widespread mathematical tool for the analysis of unsteady flow behavior. The idea is to characterize the trajectory coherence of particles closely seeded in the vicinity of the wing

1.2 idea

surfaces and following advection by air flow.
The meaningful flow characterization in terms of the FTLE promotes several visualization techniques addressing different perspectives on the flight behavior of the dragonfly. In this master thesis, the
turbulent regions around the dynamically moving dragonfly wings
are studied using a pathlet-based visualization technique based on
stochastic seeding. The goal is to identify the formation and shedding of vortices, that might be responsible for lift production and
flight stabilization.
While the three-dimensional visualization by pathlets targets the
air flow in the greater spatial periphery of the dragonfly wings, the
existence and behavior of turbulence directly on the surfaces is captured by another rendering approach operating on the wing geometry
itself. The local FTLE-based differentiation of turbulent flow is made
accessible to the viewer using direct color mapping.
Figure 3 introduces the central visualization techniques based on
the Finite-Time Lyapunov Exponent (FTLE). Vortices are clearly highlighted by the rotational nature of the pathlet trajectories, whereas
the textured wings expose fine structures of flow turbulence.

Figure 3: Vortices occurring during dragonfly takeoff visualized by stochastically seeded pathlets. Turbulent regions in the vicinity of the
wing surfaces are indicated by FTLE-based texture mapping.

Since the three-dimensional visualization of the dynamic dragonfly geometry inherently suffers from occlusion and visual cluttering,
another two-dimensional rendering approach is introduced in order
to support understanding. The top and bottom surfaces of all four
dragonfly wings are displayed in a schematic layout which reduces
distraction and occlusion caused by the moving wings.
Eventually, the results can be explored and interacted with in various Virtual Reality (VR) environments, as depicted in figure 4. Using
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stereoscopic rendering, vortices visualized by pathlets are perceived
more vividly.

Figure 4: Interactive dragonfly visualization within the Display Infrastructure for Virtual Environments (DIVE) at Wright State University.

1.3

structure

Most ideas presented in this thesis were investigated and implemented
during a research visit at Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio, USA,
under the supervision of Assistant Professor Thomas Wischgoll. Besides designing the basic concepts featuring the aforementioned combination of FTLE-based preprocessing and pathlet-based vortex rendering, especially the support for VR environments was developed
in the visualization laboratory of the Advanced Visual Data Analysis
(AViDA) working group. Notably, Wright State University also hosts
the Wright State Center of Excellence for Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs),
successfully researching concepts and working prototypes of miniature aircraft inspired by the dragonfly.
The structure of this thesis is as follows. After giving a brief overview
of the photogrammetry setup, 3D reconstruction and Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation employed for the generation of accurate data of dragonfly flight, Chapter 2 outlines the mathematical
and algorithmic concepts used throughout this work. Chapter 3 describes the developed tools involved in the explorative visualization
workflow and contains all implementation specifics. Results and problems of the methods implemented including the numerous configuration parameters are discussed in Chapter 4. Finally, a summary and
an outlook of future work are located in the concluding Chapter 5.

2

BACKGROUND

This chapter provides background information on the dragonfly data
used in this thesis and the fundamental mathematical concepts required for preprocessing and visualization.
2.1

data

A digitally reconstructed Eastern Pondhawk Erythemis Simplicicollis
dragonfly as depicted in figure 2 is the central data set which is visually analyzed in the focus of this master thesis. The input data was
originally generated by Koehler et al. [13] who introduced the concept
of flowing seed lines for visualization. In this thesis, the same data is
reused for the purpose of an FTLE-driven visualization. However, in
order to improve understanding of the presented visualization techniques, the major steps in the digital reconstruction of the dragonfly
are recapitulated in this section.
The data generation process consisted of three central steps. A photogrammetry setup was arranged in order to capture images of the
dragonfly at various angles during takeoff. The captured images were
afterwards used for a three-dimensional reconstruction of the dragonfly model. Finally, a CFD simulation computed the flow field induced
by the flapping wings.
Photogrammetry was done by three synchronized and orthogonally aligned Photron FASTCAM SA3 60K high-speed cameras with
1024x1024 resolution. The cameras were calibrated using the standard
direct linear transformation algorithm and captured the dragonfly’s
backward takeoff maneuver at 1000Hz.
In order to enable precise reconstruction, the four wings of the
dragonfly were each marked with black ink marker points aligned in
a grid pattern prior to filming and then tracked in all captured image
series. The model’s real three-dimensional coordinates in the global
world coordinate system were afterwards reconstructed for each time
step using the perspective projection equations and the intrinsic and
extrinsic camera parameters determined during camera calibration.
Figure 5 illustrates the reconstruction process. Template wing models were created using Catmull-Clark subdivision surfaces and served
as basic wing shape, as shown in figure 5a. The wing surfaces were
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Reconstruction of the dragonfly model: (a) Basic wing templates.
(b) Wing templates aligned with reprojected marker points. (c) Final textured model during flight. (Source: [13]).

generated by iteratively aligning the three-dimensional reprojected
marker points to the corresponding points on the template models,
which is depicted in figure 5b. A a last step in the original project, the
wings were textured to improve perception of wing movements and
twists, which can be seen in figure 5c.
After the virtual three-dimensional animation of dragonfly’s flight
was reconstructed, the flow induced by the flapping wings was simulated using a high-resolution Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) tool,
developed at Wright State University and allowing the precise simulation and prediction of vortices. It bases on an existing Navier-Stokes
immersed-boundary solver [17] and uses a non-dissipative 2nd-order
central-difference scheme. Thus, turbulent flows with complex moving boundaries can be simulated while supporting membranous and
solid bodies on stationary Cartesian grids [7]. In this case, the simulation was computed on a Cartesian grid with 176x152x192 resolution.
In total, 0.08 seconds of the dragonfly’s backward takeoff maneuver
were simulated. This time frame contains approximately three wing
beats of the dragonfly, which flew at a Reynolds number of 350 based
on its body’s reference velocity.
Unfortunately, there are two notable restrictions in this thesis while
working with the data from [13]:
• The original reconstructed high-quality dragonfly model including body and textured wings was not available anymore at the
time of writing. Therefore, in this thesis the wing geometries
used for visualization and FTLE computation originate from isosurfaces which were extracted from the CFD simulation. For optical polishing 4x vertex smoothing was applied in Blender.
• Even more critical is the time delta which was used for the CFD
simulation and is unknown in this thesis, as the original infor-

2.2 finite-time lyapunov exponent

mation is not present anymore. According to the visual results
of pathlet behavior in conjunction with wing movement the
time delta was empirically adjusted and fine-tuned. Since the
original time delta was automatically determined by the simulation an imperfect empirical approximation is highly probable.
However, vortex behavior seems physically correct and plausible by visual analysis.
Figure 6 shows several time steps of the dragonfly wing geometries
extracted as isosurfaces from the CFD flow simulation. A notable problem of the geometry being extracted from isosurfaces is the merging
of close or intersecting object boundaries. This effect can be seen in
figure 6f for example and requires special treatment for analysis and
visualization, which will be further explained in section 3.2.3.

(a) Time step 1

(b) Time step 25

(c) Time step 50

(d) Time step 75

(e) Time step 100

(f) Time step 125

(g) Time step 150

(h) Time step 175

(i) Time step 200

Figure 6: Wing geometry extracted as isosurfaces from the flow simulation
and vertex smoothing applied.

2.2

finite-time lyapunov exponent

Detecting turbulent regions is crucial to choosing proper seeding
points used for a pathlet-based vortex visualization. The Finite-Time
Lyapunov Exponent (FTLE) is a central concept used throughout this
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thesis in order to achieve this goal. In this thesis, an approach originally presented in [8] is applied to the dragonfly data set.
Fundamental theoretical concepts, computational strategies, the interpretation of results and various visualization techniques will be
recapitulated in this section.
2.2.1

Theory

The Lyapunov exponent is a concept from the study of dynamical systems which is used to measure the separation rate of infinitesimally
close trajectories as time goes to infinity. This idea is transferred to
finite flow fields in order to characterize the trajectory coherence of
closely seeded particles.
Given a possibly transient vector field v, the flow map ϕ(τ, t, x) describes the resulting position ϕ of a particle starting at position x at
time t after being advected along the vector field by time delta τ. The
local variation of the flow map ϕ around a given seed position x can
be linearized by its spatial gradient Jϕ (τ, t, x) := ∇x ϕ(τ, t, x) at position x. As outlined in [8], using the spectral norm of Jϕ (τ, t, x), the
dispersion of particles seeded at position x at time t over the space
of all possible directions around x after time delta τ is maximized by
evaluating
λτ (t, x) :=

q
λmax (Jϕ (τ, t, x)T Jϕ (τ, t, x))

where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue.
The Finite-Time Lyapunov Exponent (FTLE) describes the average
exponential separation rate and is obtained by applying the logarithm
and normalizing the result by the advection time delta τ:
1
στ (t, x) :=
log
|τ|

q
λmax (Jϕ (τ, t, x)T Jϕ (τ, t, x))

In the context of this thesis, the flow field is not analyzed in its
entirety, but the flow separation rate is evaluated within the close
vicinity of object surfaces in order to identify separating and attaching structures. Thus, considering a geometrically smooth bounding
surface B, its offset surface Bε is defined by shifting all points x ∈ B
along their normal n(x) to B by ε:
Bε := {x + εn(x), x ∈ B}
With small ε > 0, Bε is still a smooth surface contained in the definition domain of the vector field v. By restricting the flow map ϕ to

2.2 finite-time lyapunov exponent

x only varying in Bε and considering Jεϕ (τ, t, x) as the projection of
the linearized variation Jϕ (τ, t, x) to the local tangent space of Bε , the
concept of the FTLE is transferred to offset boundary surfaces:
σετ (t, x) :=

1
log
|τ|

q
λmax (Jεϕ (τ, t, x)T Jεϕ (τ, t, x))

The interpretation of the resulting values will be discussed in the
next section 2.2.2.
2.2.2

Interpretation

In general, the FTLE can be interpreted as high quantities indicating an
exponential separation of integral curves intersecting the considered
surface. Furthermore, it allows to differentiate attaching and separating surface structures by considering positive and negative values for
τ, respectively. These two typical cases are illustrated in figure 7.
• Surface attachment is indicated by locally maximal values of σετ
for τ > 0, as illustrated in figure 7a. This type of flow pattern is
typically created by flow being separated while passing around
an object.
• Surface separation is detected by locally maximal values of σετ
for τ < 0 and is depicted in figure 7b. The converging integral
curves in the flow map constitute a typical indicative of vortex
shedding.

(a) Surface Attachment

(b) Surface Separation

Figure 7: The FTLE allows to differentiate converging and diverging flow
patterns: (a) Surface attachment if τ > 0. (b) Surface separation if
τ < 0. (Source: [8]).

In accordance with [8], for the remainder of this thesis σετ will be
denoted by FT LE+ if τ > 0, and FT LE− if τ < 0. Also, FT LE± will be
used when a differentiation of the actual FT LE+ and FT LE− values is
necessary, while FTLE will denote the general concept.
The next section will give further details on the actual implementation of FTLE computation.
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2.2.3

Computation

In practice, the actual computation of the FTLE consists of several steps
involving the sampling of the flow map ϕε (τ, t, x) on a discretized domain and the numerical approximation of its gradient.
First, the offset surface Bε has to be constructed for a given ε > 0.
Using the triangular input surface mesh, this step is performed by
shifting each mesh vertex along its normal by delta ε. Care must
be taken to choose ε such that the resulting offset surface does not
become degenerate. Furthermore, [8] proposes to segment the input
mesh along sharp features and treat each segment individually. However, this step is not necessary for the smooth dragonfly wing meshes
used in this thesis.
If the generated offset mesh does not provide sufficient resolution
to guarantee a good piecewise approximation of the flow map, an
optional mesh subdivision can be applied. In this thesis, the 8-point
butterfly scheme presented in [23] is used, which improves previous
butterfly subdivisions with special treatment of vertices with valence
other than 6. The visualization result of different levels of subdivision
is depicted in figure 23 and described in section 4.2.
Subsequently, the flow map is determined by numerical pathline integration in the vector field for each vertex in the offset surface mesh.
As outlined in section 2.2.2, the flow map is computed for both advection time deltas τ > 0 (FT LE+ ) and τ < 0 (FT LE− ).
The resulting piecewise linear approximation of the flow map enables the computation of a piecewise constant Jacobian per triangle
of the offset surface mesh. Determining the maximal eigenvalue and
performing normalization is straightforward. Having computed all
FT LE+ and FT LE− values, negative quantities are discarded and they
are eventually normalized to the [0, 1] range.
More information on the technical realization of FTLE computation
is given in section 3.1. The next section 2.2.4 gives a short outline on
the FTLE-based visualization techniques used in this thesis.
2.2.4

Visualization

The forward and backward FT LE± fields computed in the previous
step can be used for visualization in several ways. In this master thesis, the two main approaches presented in [8] are applied to the dragonfly data set: direct visualization and stochastic seeding of pathlets.

2.2 finite-time lyapunov exponent

Direct visualization: The approximative FT LE± fields computed
per triangle enable a direct visualization by rendering the object boundary and applying two-dimensional color mapping. As FT LE± values
are normalized to the [0, 1] range, they can be directly used as texture
coordinates. Typically, the red-blue scheme illustrated in figure 8 is
used to allow quick differentiation of the regions of surface attachment and separation as outlined in section 2.2.2.

Figure 8: Color map addressed by normalized FT LE± values used as texture
coordinates (Source: [8]).

In this thesis, the direct visualization technique is applied to each
time step of the dragonfly data set individually and incorporated in
both a three-dimensional and a two-dimensional schematic view.
Notably, especially applying different levels of surface subdivision
impacts the direct visualization of the FT LE± fields as finer mesh resolutions allow more precise detection and differentiation of turbulent
structures. This effect is depicted in figure 23 and described in section
4.4.
Stochastic seeding of pathlets: Secondly, besides the direct visualization using color mapping, the FT LE± fields defined on the object
offset surface can be used for stochastic seeding of integral curves.
In order to do so, the FT LE± fields are used as Probability Density Functions (PDFs) to seed pathlines close to interesting regions of
turbulence. Each triangle in the offset surface is assigned a probability density value which is proportional to its FT LE+ or FT LE− value
and its area. According to the probability density distribution, a fixed
number of seed triangles is randomly selected and their centroids are
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used as starting points for time-dependent pathline integration.
Due to the highly dynamic nature of the dragonfly wing movements, in this thesis the pathlines are visualized by pathlets which
are seeded on a regular fixed time step interval and have limited life
time.
While [8] proposes positive time integration for FT LE− -based seeding and negative time integration for FT LE+ -based seeding, this distinction is not easily applicable to the visualization by pathlets as they
are intuitively interpreted as physical particles following flow in the
natural forward course of time. Thus, in this thesis, both FT LE± fields
are used for positive pathline integration.
The visualization based on stochastically seeded pathlets will be
explained in more detail in section 3.2.2.
Figure 9 gives an introductory outlook to FTLE-based color mapping and stochastic seeding applied to a single time step of the dragonfly model. More sophisticated results will be presented and elaborated in chapter 4.

Figure 9: Direct visualization of the normalized FT LE± fields computed on
the dragonfly’s wing offset surface. Small spheres are evenly distributed along the prevailing structures using stochastic seeding.

3

I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

In this chapter all implementation specifics are presented, including
more details on the realization of the theory outlined in the previous
chapter 2. The main focus is on software design, features and properties of the created tool chain, and challenges during development.
Figure 10 illustrates the workflow which has been developed within
the scope of this master thesis. It consists of three separate tools, including preprocessing (FTLETool, figure 10a), parameter exploration
and prototyping (QtDragonfly, figure 10b), and rendering in Virtual
Reality (VR) environments (VruiDragonfly, figure 10c).

(a) FTLETool

(b) QtDragonfly

(c) VruiDragonfly

Figure 10: Workflow consisting of three individual applications for (a) data
preprocessing, (b) interactive parameter protoyping and (c) rendering in VR environments.

In the early stages of development, a first prototype focusing only
on rendering the dragonfly data set in VR environments using the Virtual Reality User Interface (Vrui) framework1 was created. Time step
loading, FTLE computations and rendering were done on the fly. However, with advancing development progress and continuously added
features this approach soon turned out to be too slow and impractical
for empirical studies on the visualization parameters.
Thus, the project was split into the FTLETool and VruiDragonfly, separating FTLE and pathline computations as preprocessing in the former from interactive rendering in the latter. The division was clearly
necessary, as in the current version preprocessing the full dragonfly
data set may still take up to multiple days even if performed on a
modern quad-core i7 processor and despite of various optimization
efforts. Obviously, this time frame heavily depends on the chosen
preprocessing configuration. The configuration concept and the multitude of parameters including their effects will be explained in the
1 Vrui website: http://idav.ucdavis.edu/~okreylos/ResDev/Vrui/ [Online; accessed
22-September-2014].
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following sections.
While the separation of preprocessing and visualization gained exceptional benefits regarding loading and frame times, the sole Vruibased rendering for VR environments suffered from critical lacks in
usability. Since the goal of this thesis is to research the application
of FTLE-guided pathlet visualization to the highly dynamic dragonfly,
the resulting visualization prototype should provide a flexible interactive user interface suitable for empirical parameter exploration.
For that reason another application called QtDragonfly targeting especially the intermediate step of parameter prototyping was developed. As the name already suggests, instead of building upon the
Vrui-framework, the tool encapsulates the full dragonfly visualization
within a powerful and flexible Qt-based2 graphical user interface, offering immediate visual feedback on user-accessible variations in the
complete range of computation and rendering parameters.
This chapter is structured according to the workflow introduced
above. In the following sections the implementation details and challenges regarding data preprocessing, interactive parameter exploration
and rendering in VR environments will be presented.
3.1

ftle tool

The FTLETool is the first application in the workflow and is depicted
in figure 11.

Figure 11: Preprocessing application FTLETool used for FTLE computations
and pathline integration.

It is a command line application focusing on the preprocessing
of the dragonfly data set for the visualization approach developed
2 Qt website: https://qt-project.org [Online; accessed 22-September-2014].
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within the scope this master thesis. This includes the computation of
the FTLE fields for all time steps in the data set and the integration of
stochastically seeded pathlines as outlined in section 2.2.4. In this section the usage and the implementation of the FTLETool are explained.
3.1.1

Configuration

From the beginning preprocessing was designed with the goal of providing maximum flexibility in the choice of parameters to the user. In
order to achieve this, the program consumes a user-editable configuration file and computes the preprocessed output accordingly.
The command line interface of the FTLETool offers the following
three options:
• Generate configuration: -g config
Generates a dummy configuration file with default values at the
given location, which the user can edit afterwards according to
his needs.
• Compute: -c config output [n]
Computes the FTLE values and performs pathline integration
for the given configuration file (1st parameter) and stores them
in a binary file (2nd parameter). The optional 3rd parameter
allows to limit the maximum number of threads to be used for
the computation. The configuration will also be stored in the
binary file.
• Edit paths: -p ftle
Allows the user to interactively edit the data paths in the stored
configuration of the given preprocessed binary file.
A typical generated configuration file is shown in the following
listing 1:
Listing 1: FTLETool Configuration File
WingBasePath: /data/vtk/dragonfly/wing_raw/q.*******.wing4.#
VelocityBasePath: /data/vtk/dragonfly/q.*******.vtk
NumTimeSteps: 450
StartIndex: 100
StepSize: 2
SurfaceOffset: 0.01
NumSubdivisionSteps: 1
IntegrationTime: 0.3
NumIntegrationSteps: 100
PathlinesMinFTLE: 0.3
PathlinesThresholdAngle: 5
PathlinesNumIntegrationSteps: 40
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The various parameters available in the configuration file are explained in the following subsection 3.1.2.
3.1.2

Parameters

This section describes the multitude of customization parameters available in the configuration file for preprocessing using the FTLETool.
The parameter descriptions serve only as an overview and their effect will be elaborated in more detail in the following subsections
about the actual computations involved in preprocessing. Please refer to listing 1 for a set of example values assigned to all available
parameters.
• Wing base path (WingBasePath): This is a generalized path where
the dragonfly’s wing geometry for each time step can be found,
with asterisks being replaced accordingly while loading. The
files can either be in simple Polygon File Format (PLY) file format or a proprietary raw binary format used to speed up loading times.
• Velocity base path (VelocityBasePath): Analogously, this generalized path points to the time-dependent velocity vector field
resulting from the CFD flow simulation. The files are stored in
the legacy structured grid format of the popular The Visualization Toolkit (VTK)3 -framework.
• Number of time steps (NumTimeSteps): The total number of
time steps to be preprocessed and stored in the resulting file.
• Start index (StartIndex): The start index is the first time step
used during the replacement of asterisks in the above generalized paths.
• Step size (StepSize): The step size sets the increment in the file
name numbering scheme used in the above generalized paths.
This setting is usually set in conjunction with the above start
index and the total number of time steps to be loaded.
• Surface offset (SurfaceOffset): While the above parameters are
only relevant for file loading, this is the first parameter to influence the actual FTLE computation. As explained in section
2.2, this absolute distance of the offset surface has to be given
and has to be chosen appropriately in relation to the size of the
complete wing geometry model.
• Number of subdivision steps (NumSubdivisionSteps): Higher
levels of recursive surface subdivision lead to more accurate
3 VTK website: http://www.vtk.org/ [Online; accessed 22-September-2014].
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FTLE field computations, but result in data

storage penalties due
to an explosion in the number of triangles.
• Integration time (FTLE) (IntegrationTime): As outlined in section 2.2, in a first step of FTLE computation the flow field has to
be sampled for each vertex by numerical pathline integration,
which is controlled temporally by this parameter.
• Number of integration steps (FTLE) (NumIntegrationSteps): Since
pathlines are approximated numerically using a standard 4th
order Runge-Kutta scheme, the total number of intermediate
integration steps can be adjusted using this setting.
• Minimum FTLE (Pathlines) (PathlinesMinFTLE): Not only the
normalized FT LE± fields are precomputed for each time step
during preprocessing, but also full pathlines are integrated for
the whole time range. By this approach, the pathlet-based visualization can be accelerated drastically. The rendering application only has to select a subset of the full precomputed pathlines using the stochastic seeding approach presented in section
2.2.4 and perform simple lifetime management of the pathlets
each frame. Tedious, computationally intensive integration calculations are completely separated from the visualization and
moved into the preprocessing step. However, precomputing full
pathlines for all vertices in the model would immediately nullify
the aforementioned optimization due to excessive memory consumption and storage requirements. Thus, in accordance with
the focus on vortices in visualization, it is sensible to restrict the
precomputation of pathlines to the vertices with their FT LE±
values greater than this given threshold.
• Threshold angle (Pathlines) (PathlinesThresholdAngle): Limiting
the number of precomputed pathlines to the critical regions
does not suffice to achieve a reasonable memory consumption
for the resulting preprocessed binary file. As in the numerical
approximation of the flow map, the pathlines’ accuracy is improved by integrating at multiple intermediate positions. This
approach results in a huge number of vertices for a discrete representation of the pathline. However, only the minority of these
vertices is necessary in areas of high turbulence in order to represent the pathline with sufficient accuracy. Thus, after full computation each pathline is stripped recursively by considering all
adjacent line segments and comparing their inner angle against
this threshold parameter.
• Number of integration steps (Pathlines) (PathlinesNumIntegrationSteps): This parameter controls the number of intermediate
integration steps during pathline integration between each time
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step of the dragonfly data set. Higher values result in more accurate pathlines. Note that adjusting this parameter should be
done in coherence with adapting the above threshold angle for
pathline simplification in order to achieve reasonable results.
Since all 450 time steps of the dragonfly data combined sum up to
almost 150 GB of data, the next section gives implementation details
on how efficient on-demand data access and management is achieved
in the FTLETool.
3.1.3

Data Access and Management

The whole dragonfly data set requires approximately 150 GB of disk
space which is impractical to keep in fast system memory on a standard desktop workstation. In this thesis, data access and management
is encapsulated in a special dedicated data interface class, supporting
the great amount of data to be loaded on-demand and accessed in a
multi-threaded fashion.
The data class provides access to both the wing geometries used
for rendering and offset surface construction and the velocity vector
fields computed by the CFD flow simulation. Furthermore, from an
operational point of view, the class supports the interpolation of the
velocity vector field at fixed time steps and in between time steps. Using the classical 4th order Runge-Kutta method, full multi-threaded
pathline integration is provided.
In many places the implementation is based on the VTK-framework
[20]. While the FTLETool mainly uses VTK for data representation
purposes, major parts of the visualization in both QtDragonfly and
VruiDragonfly are realized using VTK algorithms. These will be further outlined in the respective sections 3.2 and 3.3.
Wing geometry is either stored in PLY format or in proprietary raw
binary formats for vertices, normals and triangle indices. While the
former can be read easily using vtkPLYReader, the latter were originally developed by [13] to speed up loading times and are designed
to be directly loaded into OpenGL Vertex Buffer Objects (VBOs). In
either case, the models with 4x vertex smoothing applied in Blender
are used throughout this thesis. Internally, all geometries are represented by instances of type vtkPolyData.
The time steps of the velocity vector field from the CFD flow simulation are stored in legacy structured grid VTK format and read using
vtkStructuredGridReader.

3.1 ftle tool

As the data access interface is used for flow map and pathline integration, it must provide support for multi-threaded access. Thereby,
due to the vast amount of data, memory must be managed and
cached intelligently in order to avoid time-intensive swapping operations by the operating system.
Due to VTK internals, multi-threading support is implemented by
storing shallow copies of the VTK-based data instances of type vtkStructuredGrid in each time step for all threads. This means the actual vector fields are stored only once. Only the internal VTK management data is duplicated and independent for each thread. As it is
not thread-safe, also an individual vtkInterpolatedVelocityField has to
be kept for each thread. However, this introduces only little overhead,
e.g., for cell caching.
The application using the data interface has to initialize threaded
data access by providing the total number of threads and the time
frame of the data to be requested. Then the data class determines the
relevant time steps encompassing the given time range, makes sure
that the data is available in memory and updates the required shallow copies for each thread.
Encapsulating data access enables a flexible and transparent caching
of data. For that, a round-based garbage collection scheme was implemented: Each resource is assigned a counter which is increased each
time a new garbage collection round starts. Once a garbage collection round finishes, the counters of all loaded resources are checked
against a predefined garbage collection threshold and memory is released if the check fails. Now, if a time step resource is used for vector
field interpolation within a garbage collection round, its counter is reset to zero, prolonging its lifetime until at least the end of the next
garbage collection round. The presented scheme yields very good
caching results in preprocessing, as the typical usage scenarios are
flow field integration for FT LE± computation and full pathline integration through the complete data set. In both cases, a small shifting
window of contiguous time steps has to be kept in memory similar
to a FIFO scheme.
The interpolation of the vector field exactly at a given time step is
realized using the current thread’s shallow copies of the requested
time step’s vtkInterpolatedVelocityField and vtkStructuredGrid data instances. By linear interpolation between the exact interpolations at
the surrounding time steps, the velocity vector field is interpolated at
a given an arbitrary time value and query position.
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Numerical pathline integration is implemented iteratively using
the classical 4th order Runge-Kutta scheme:
xn+1 = 1/6 ∆t(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4 )
with
k1 = v(xn , tn )
k2 = v(xn + 1/2 ∆t k1 , tn + 1/2 ∆t)
k3 = v(xn + 1/2 ∆t k2 , tn + 1/2 ∆t)
k4 = v(xn + ∆t k3 , tn + ∆t)
where v(x, t) is the vector field at position x at time t, xn is the current
position, tn is the current time value, ∆t is the time delta and xn+1 is
the resulting position after numerical integration.
Given the number of steps used for integration, the data interface
allows to optionally retrieve all intermediate positions along a computed pathline. The available step size parameters which can be used
to control the accuracy of the numerical integration are outlined in
section 3.1.2.
The next section describes how the presented data access and management functionalities are used in the context of the actual preprocessing computations.
3.1.4

Preprocessing

As extensively elaborated in section 3.1.1, the FTLETool consumes a
user-editable configuration file and computes the preprocessed output accordingly. The actual process of preprocessing including the
involved computations is outlined in this section.
In a first step, the textual configuration file is parsed. Upon checking the validity of the loaded configuration, the data interface presented in section 3.1.3 is constructed. Thereby, the maximum number
of accessing threads is set to the actual number of physical CPU cores
in the system, or - if smaller - the optional thread limit command-line
parameter which can be passed to the FTLETool.
Preprocessing is then performed iteratively for all individual time
steps. It consists of two major calculations for each time step: Compute the normalized FT LE± fields as described in section 2.2.3 and
perform full pathline integrations starting at the given time step and
finishing when the end of the data set is reached.
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Loading the wing geometry constitutes the first step of FTLE computation. The vtkPolyData instance provided by the data interface is
then passed to a vtkWarpScalar filter in order to determine the offset
boundary surface. The surface offset is retrieved from the configuration and set as scale factor of the warp filter. However, this requires
the point data to have an additional scalar attribute set to one for each
vertex.
Subsequent to surface offsetting, the resulting mesh is passed to
a vtkButterflySubdivisionFilter, implementing the improved butterfly
subdivision scheme presented in [23]. The level of subdivision is also
retrieved from the configuration.
Next, the forward and backward flow maps are determined by path
tracing. According to the integration time which is set in the configuration, the total number of required time steps is split up in partial
tracings in order to limit the number of simultaneous time steps required in memory. After particles have been created for each vertex in
the offset surface, they are traced both forward and backward in time
according to the given number of intermediate steps in the configuration. From an implementation design perspective, all tracing functionalities are centralized in a particle tracer class, which provides simple
public interface methods for particle creation and management, while
hiding multi-threaded computations and access to the data interface
inside.
Having numerically approximated the flow maps, the FT LE± values are computed for each triangle in the offset surface as mathematically formulated in section 2.2.1.
The constant Jacobian is determined using the vtkTriangle::Derivatives
method.
This calculation was first performed manually, but was later replaced
by the short call to the above library method.
Finally, the eigendecomposition is done using the Armadillo4 [19] linear algebra library. The loop keeps track of the minimum and maximum FT LE± values across all triangles in the current time step, which
are used for normalization to the [0, 1] range afterwards.
After FTLE computation, some additional quantities that used for
visualization are precomputed: Triangle areas and centers are determined in order to speed up stochastical seeding of pathlets. The triangle areas are also used to precompute weighted FT LE± values at
the triangle vertices, where the weighting of a vertex is inverse proportional to the area of its incident triangles. This common weighting
4 Armadillo website:
September-2014].

http://arma.sourceforge.net/,

[Online;

accessed
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scheme enables smaller triangles to gain greater influence in, e.g., areas with high curvature.
Besides FTLE computation, the second major preprocessing step
consists of pathline integration.
In each time step, the FT LE± values of each triangle are checked
against the threshold for pathline integration defined in the configuration as presented in section 3.1.2. If either is greater than the threshold, a particle is seeded at the center of the given triangle and traced
completely until the last time step of the dragonfly data set. As already outlined in the context of flow map computation, the pathline
integration is split up in partial tracings in order to limit the number
of simultaneous time steps held in system memory. The same particle
tracer class that is used for flow map approximation is also reused in
this step. The number of intermediate pathline positions is controlled
using the respective configuration parameter and the full set is temporarily stored before being simplified after completed tracing.
Pathline stripping is performed recursively by considering all adjacent line segments and comparing their inner angle against this
threshold parameter. This is repeated until all inner angles are larger
than the threshold angle.
After each completed time step, the preprocessed intermediate results are directly written to the binary output file. A summary of the
output structure and contents created by preprocessing is given in
the following section 3.1.5.
3.1.5

Output

This section describes the structure and contents of the preprocessing
results which are stored in a proprietary binary format.
First the configuration file used to guide preprocessing is serialized and stored at the beginning of the output file. This approach
enables the rendering application, i.e., QtDragonfly or VruiDragonfly,
to simply load the single preprocessed data file and have all required
configuration parameters readily available. These include for example the number of time steps stored in the preprocessed output file
or the paths and subdivision level of the wing geometries used for
preprocessing.
Following the serialized configuration, the file header is completed
by a byte offset list, storing the relative byte offset addresses to each
time step within the file. Thus, the rendering application can directly
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load specific individual time steps without the need for sequential
reading of the complete file.
Naturally, the header takes only a small percentage of the preprocessing output. The majority is occupied by the actual preprocessed
data which is structured as follows.
In general, the output file is structured as a sequential list of all
time steps, which in turn are represented internally by two meta information lists associated with the triangles and the vertices of the
subdivided wing offset surface used for FTLE computation.
The meta information of a triangle stores its normalized FT LE± values, its area and center point, and the number and coordinates of the
precomputed simplified pathline which started at the aforementioned
center point and was traced until the end of the data set. These full
precomputed pathlines will be used by the rendering application in
order to speed up the pathlet-based visualization, which is described
in more detail in section 3.2.2.
For each vertex only its weighted normalized FT LE± values have
to be stored as meta information.
How the preprocessed FTLE fields and complete pathlines are practically used to speed up the actual rendering process is elaborated in
the next section 3.2 about the QtDragonfly application used for exploring and prototyping visualization parameters.
3.2

qt dragonfly

The QtDragonfly is the second application in the workflow and is depicted in figure 12.
After the FTLE fields and precomputed pathlines have been preprocessed by the FTLETool, the QtDragonfly application is used to render the results. Since the original Vrui-based approach did not offer
enough flexibility in user interaction, the powerful graphical user interface presented in this section was developed. The aim of the tool is
fast and easy exploration of visualization parameters in combination
with different presentation schemes.
This section is structured as follows. Subsection 3.2.1 focuses on
the design of the application from an implementation perspective.
The general structure of the application and the various functionalities offered by the graphical user interface are explained. Next, subsection 3.2.2 outlines the implementation of the pathlet-based vortex
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Figure 12: Overview of QtDragonfly application used for interactive parameter exploration and prototyping.

visualization. Besides the actual algorithms used for pathlet creation,
management and rendering, the multitude of visualization parameters provided by the interface are elaborated. Finally, subsection 3.2.3
gives details on the implementation of the supplementary schematic
wing visualization, which is realized as a pipeline of several processing steps.
More thorough analyses of the respective visualization results and
the effects of various parameter configurations are presented in chapter 4.
3.2.1

Design

QtDragonfly is a desktop application using the Qt-framework5 for the
realization of the graphical user interface and the VTK-framework6
[20] for the integrated visualizations. This section describes the general design of the QtDragonfly application developed in this thesis.
After application startup, the user is presented a file selection dialog which is used to pick a preprocessed binary file generated by the
FTLETool. As summarized in section 3.1.5, the file is self-contained
and includes all necessary information for the subsequent rendering
process.
As illustrated in the application overview depicted in figure 12, the
interface is split up in several central components. The major visual5 Qt website: https://qt-project.org [Online; accessed 22-September-2014].
6 VTK website: http://www.vtk.org/ [Online; accessed 22-September-2014].
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ization widget is encompassed by various interface elements controlling rendering parameters and time step management. Technically,
the two aforementioned core frameworks used for the graphical user
interface and rendering, respectively, are interlinked using the QVTKWidget2 class, i.e., VTK-based rendering is embedded in the Qt-based
application. The helpful picture-in-picture rendering functionality is
realized using two separate instances of vtkRenderer with adjusted
viewports.

Figure 13: General display parameters available in the QtDragonfly application.

Figure 13 shows the general display parameters which can be used
in QtDragonfly to guide the visualization process. These parameters
will be briefly outlined in the following overview.
• Wing: Toggles the rendering of the wing models that were extracted from the CFD flow simulation.
• Offset Wireframe: Analogously, this checkbox toggles a wireframebased rendering of the offset surface which was used for FTLE
computation. The geometry is created before rendering using
the vtkWarpScalar filter with the offset distance stored in the serialized configuration.
• FTLE Color Map: Color mapping based on the normalized FT LE±
fields as introduced in section 2.2.4 can be controlled using this
checkbox. Interestingly, at the time of writing of this thesis, texture mapping is not functional in QtDragonfly under OS X and
crashes the application. Debugging suggests an internal issue
of VTK combined with Qt under OS X. Luckily, texture mapping
works flawlessly in the Linux-based version.
• Pathlets: Toggles the display of the pathlet-based visualization
which was also introduced in section 2.2.4 and will be elaborated from a technical point of view in the following section
3.2.2.
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• Seeds: Allows to display the stochastically placed seeds of the
currently selected time step to be visualization in the form of
small white spheres placed on the wing surfaces. Refer to figure
9 for an example. The implementation of the seeding algorithm
is outliend in the following section 3.2.2.
• Analysis: The analsis view as depicted in figure 14 was mainly
introduced for debugging purposes regarding the schematic
wing view which depends on a number of correct results of
automatic computations. In order to validate the correct assignment of wings regarding front/back, left/right and top/bottom
surface, the top surface of each detected wing is assigned a specific pre-defined color. Also the determined wing tips and joints
are visualized by small yellow spheres. The implementation of
the necessary pipeline steps for the final schematic wing visualization will be outlined in section 3.2.3.

Figure 14: The analysis view in QtDragonfly is used for debugging and validating the correct assignment of wings, e.g. top surface of front
left wing is colored red, and the display of the detected wing tips
and joints as yellow spheres. The centroid of the whole model is
depicted as a white sphere close to the joints.

Besides the aforementioned toggle-switches, rendering can be further customized using the following controls.
• Mode: Controls the combined picture-in-picture rendering of
the three-dimensional pathlet-based vortex visualization and
the two-dimensional schematic wing view. The available options are 3D + 2D (Mini) (default), 2D + 3D (Mini), 3D only and
2D only.
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• Background: The background color can be switched between
black for pleasant monitor viewing and white for printing.
• Schematic View: Allows the user to select a top or bottom view
in the schematic visualization of the planarized wings.
• Reset Camera: Resets the camera to its default frame.
As an additional useful feature, the QtDragonfly application provides functionality for exporting videos of the current visualization,
which can also be automatically animated by adjusting the frames per
second control next to the time step slider below the rendering widget which can be seen in figure 12. Video export is implemented using
the FFmpeg7 -library and stores the resulting animations in MPEG-4
format.
While this section focuses on the general design of the QtDragonfly application and the essential display parameters therein, the next
section 3.2.2 describes the core functionality and parameters of the
stochastically-seeded pathlet-based vortex visualization which was
developed in this master thesis.
3.2.2

Pathlet-Based Vortex Visualization

This section describes the implementation of the stochastically-seeded
pathlet-based vortex visualization algorithm which was introduced in
section 2.2.4.
Figure 15 illustrates an example of the pathlet-based visualization
applied to the dragonfly data set. Compared to the default parameter
set which will be further explained in section 3.2.2.1, the intentionally
dense and occluded visualization depicted in figure 15 was created
using an increased number of seeds and relaxed winding angle criteria for seeding. Notably, as the figure clearly shows, even though the
viewer is enabled to understand the direction and behavior of flow
through continuous seeding of pathlets and the use of fade out transparency, still images come with a significant lack of expressiveness
compared to fluent animations. For that reason, the QtDragonfly application was designed to benefit from the precomputed data by the
FTLETool and provide an interactive rendering of the full dragonfly
data set with integrated moving pathlets. As stated above, these expressive animations can also be exported as videos.
The structure of this section is as follows. First, the full set of
available parameters to the highly customizable visualization will be
7 FFmpeg website: https://www.ffmpeg.org/ [Online; accessed 24-September-2014].
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Figure 15: Still image example of the stochastically-seeded pathlet visualization. The dense rendering is the result of an increased number of
pathlets with relaxed seeding criteria.

briefly outlined in the following. The actual implementation of the
algorithm will be summarized afterwards.
3.2.2.1

Parameters

Figure 16 shows the default parameters which can be used in QtDragonfly to guide the pathlet-based visualization process. These parameters will be briefly outlined in the following overview.
• Seeding: Controls the seeding of new pathlets.
– Seeds (FTLE+/-): Defines the (maximum) number of seeds
that are stochastically selected based on the normalized
FT LE± fields.
– Frame Interval: The time step interval at which new pathlets
are seeded. A value of 1 results in a continuous seeding of
new pathlets each frame.
– Min FTLE: In order to restrict seeding to highly turbulent
areas, this threshold allows to define the minimum FTLE
value which triangles are required to fulfill in order to be
considered for stochastic seeding.
– Min Winding: Defines the minimum winding angle a pathlet has to fulfill considering its full life time including fade
out time starting at the current time step. This function
requires all inner angles of a pathline starting at the current time step to sum up to at least the provided angle
in degrees. The criterion can be easily checked as the full
pathline has already been computed by the FTLETool as
outlined in section 3.1.
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Figure 16: Controls available in the QtDragonfly application to guide the
stochastic seeding and visualization of pathlets.

– Project: This additional parameter allows to choose between
general three-dimensional inner winding angle computation and a two-dimensional inner angle computation after
a projection of all pathline vertices to their regression plane.
Using the two-dimensional projection allows to correctly
differentiate positive and negative angles, thus distinguishing vortices from wiggly patterns.
• Life Time Extension: In order to visualize the behavior of interesting existing vortices, their life time can be extended using
the same approach based on the winding angle as introduced
above.
– Winding-based: Enables life time extension based on the
winding angle of the existing pathlet (see above).
– Project: Choose between general three-dimensional and projected two-dimensional winding angle computation (see
above).
– Range (-/+): These fields define the range of time steps prior
and after the current time of the pathlet which is considered for winding angle summation.
– Life Extension: Defines the number of time steps the life of a
pathlet passing the winding angle check will be prolonged.
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• Properties: This section controls the visual and behavioral properties of the pathlets.
– Life Time: The life time defines the number of time steps a
pathlet is rendered until fade out starts.
– Fade Out Time: The fade out time is the number of time
steps a pathlet is still rendered after its life time has ended.
While fading out, the opacity of a pathlet is continuously
decreasing.
– Length: While the life time measures the temporal existence of a pathlet, this field defines the maximum geometric length of the pathlet visualization. Setting infinite
length and life time, pathlets would be identical to the precomputed pathline they are following.
– Radius: This field defines a multiplier applied to the default
pathlet radius used for visualization allowing to control
pathlet thickness.
• Update Pathlets: Whenever a value of the above pathlet parameters is modified, this button turns red to emphasize that the
visualization of the pathlets has to be updated. The following
section 3.2.2.2 outlines the seeding, management and rendering
of the pathlets according to the current parameter setup.
A more detailed elaboration of the effects of various parameter configurations is presented in chapter 4, focusing on the central results
obtained in this master thesis.
3.2.2.2 Implementation
After application startup and each time the parameters as outlined
in section 3.2.2.1 are modified, the pathlet-based visualization has
to be updated. This section describes the implementation of pathlet
management and rendering. Whenever the Update Pathlets button is
clicked, the following procedures will be performed. In general, an
outer loop iterates sequentially over all time steps in the dragonfly
data set and executes seeding, management and rendering of pathlets.
However, before computation, the currently displayed time step is
stored first and a modal progress dialog is created, indicating the current status of the computation to the user. At any time, the user may
abort the rendering process, which will conditionally display the last
successfully computed time step if the previously displayed time step
was not reached yet in the computation. Otherwise the rendered time
step will not be changed. The camera position and orientation will
remain fixed in any case. This scheme allows to easily update and
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compare the influence of different pathlet parameters while keeping
the time step and camera perspective fixed.
Pathlet generation is the first computation to be performed for each
time step during the update process. Depending on the chosen number of seeds and minimum FTLE threshold as defined in section 3.2.2.1,
random triangles from the offset surface are selected. This step is
accelerated using the precomputed normalized FT LE± values, triangle areas and triangle centers as presented in section 3.1.4. Only the
necessary Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) for all triangles
with FTLE values greater than the given threshold has to be computed.
Note that there are two separate CDFs required to differentiate FT LE+ and FT LE− -based seeding. This is done by first assigning each triangle probability densities which are proportional to its normalized
FT LE± values and its area. These are afterwards normalized to sum
up to one. Eventually, the CDFs are determined by accumulation of
the normalized probability densities. In order to speed up future visualizations, the existing CDFs are reused unless the minimum FTLE
threshold is modified by the user, which requires a recomputation of
the CDFs. Seed triangles are then randomly picked by generating uniformly distributed random numbers in the [0, 1] range and matching
the appropriate triangles in the CDFs.
Having determined a set of stochastic seeds based on the minimum
FTLE threshold, new pathlets are created depending on the selected
seeding interval and the minimum winding angle criterion. While the
former is quickly checkable by a simple modulo operator, the latter is
performed as described in section 3.2.2.1. A pathlet has to fulfill the
minimum winding angle within its full life time including fade out
time starting at the current time step. All inner angles of a pathline
starting at the current time step are required to sum up to at least the
provided angle in degrees.
If a pathlet candidate fulfills the seeding criteria, it is instanced and
stored in the global list of pathlets which is used for life time management and rendering across all time steps. The life time, fade out
time and length values of the pathlet are set according to the respective parameter values multiplied by the fixed time delta between the
uniformly distributed time steps of the dragonfly data set. In order to
highlight turbulent regions, the pathlet life time is also premultiplied
by the maximum of the normalized FT LE± values stored in the associated triangle.
The next step in the update process after pathlet generation is pathlet life time management. This step currently only involves the life
time extension based on the past and future winding angle of the
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pathlets following their fully precomputed pathlines. Another idea
about prolonging the life time of existing pathlets which are in the
vicinity of new stochastically determined seed points was prototyped
but deactivated due to bad results.
Life time extension based on summed up winding angles with optional two-dimensional projection on the regression plane follows the
same scheme as used for conditional seeding as presented above and
introduced in section 3.2.2.1. However, while the seeding criterion
only considers the future path of the pathlet throughout its lifetime,
the life time extension can be based upon the past and future behavior of the pathlet. The appropriate considered number of time steps
in both temporal directions are editable using the respective fields in
the graphical user interface.
Having seeded new pathlets and having possibly updated the life
time of existing ones, the visualization of the current time step is now
constructed. This involves the rendering of the temporary seeds created in this iteration and the current state of all managed pathlets that
have not completely faded out yet. All rendering is realized using the
VTK framework.
Seed rendering is achieved easily by creating small spheres at all
stochastically determined seeding locations and displaying them using the vtkGlyph3D filter in combination with a shared vtkSphereSource.
An example of visualized seeds is given in figure 9.
Pathlets are rendered by constructing line segments using the history of previous positions stored in the individual pathlet instances.
The line segments are stored in a vtkCellArray, which is used in conjunction with the point set as input data to a vtkTubeFilter for volumetric pathlet construction. Opacity and tube radius at each point of the
discrete pathlets decrease linearly with pathlet length. The color of a
pathlet is determined using the FTLE color map presented in figure
8 using the normalized FT LE± values of the original seed triangle as
texture coordinates.
Note that in this section the term rendering refers only to the construction of VTK-based geometry and actor instances for all time steps
in the data set. The actual rendering using OpenGL will happen only
for the currently selected time step after successfully terminating the
pathlet update.
Eventually, the last stage for the current time step in the update process advances all pathlets in the global management list along their
precomputed pathline and increases their age. Depending on their
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life time, fade out time and length parameters, their internal list of
discrete representation points is updated. Also, for each point in this
history list its opacity and tube radius coefficients are recalculated.
The current time step is now increased by one and the same procedure as above is applied. This iterative scheme is repeated until
manual user cancellation or the end of the dragonfly data set has
been reached.
In this section the implementation of the pathlet-based visualization using stochastic seeding was described. The next section 3.2.3
will outline the implementation details of the two-dimensional schematic
wing visualization which is available as a supplementary visual tool
in the QtDragonfly application.
3.2.3

Schematic Wing Visualization

As described in chapter 2.2.4, within this master thesis the normalized
FT LE± fields are used for visualization purposes in two ways: direct
visualization and stochastic seeding of pathlets. While the latter is
the more sophisticated rendering technique and enables the display
of three-dimensional vortical flow structures, the simple nature of the
former approach should not be underestimated. The direct visualization of the FTLE supports the identification of interesting and critical
regions on the dragonfly wings which are responsible for vortex shedding and attachment.
However, the direct visualization of the normalized FT LE± fields by
applying texture mapping on the three-dimensional animated wing
geometries inherently suffers from visual occlusion. In order to address this challenge, an additional supplementary visualization was
created, providing a two-dimensional schematic view on the top or
bottom surfaces of all four wings, which is uniform for all time steps.
An example of the schematic wing visualization is shown in figure 17.

(a) Top View

(b) Bottom View

Figure 17: Example of the two-dimensional schematic wing view showing
top and bottom surfaces of the four planarized dragonfly wings
with direct FTLE visualization applied.
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This section describes the technical realization of the schematic
view which requires a pipeline of several steps, where mesh segmentation, surface clustering and planar parameterization are the most
critical ones. All steps involved in the computational pipeline will be
outlined in the following.
In order to create a uniform schematic projection for all time steps
in the dragonfly data set, the four wings have to be correctly separated and identified. While there should naturally exist four individual wing models, this is not necessarily the case for the extracted
wing geometries in the from of isosurfaces as explained in section 2.1
introducing the dragonfly data set used in this thesis. As highlighted
in figure 18, adjacent wing surfaces can be merged at multiple positions when they are too close to each other.
Extract connected components: As the complete wing geometry of
one time step is technically represented as a single triangular mesh
instance, the four individual wings have to be extracted first. Using a
vtkPolyDataConnectivityFilter, the first step in the pipeline is to split up
the mesh in its connected components, where connectivity is defined
by triangle adjacency.

Figure 18: Problem of merged wings at multiple locations. The extraction
of connected components will only yield two components which
have to be separated by mesh segmentation afterwards.

Mesh segmentation (optional): If all four wing geometries are properly separated, then the previous extraction step correctly yields four
connected components with each containing the respective wing. However, the extraction can also produce only two or three connected
components, depending on whether both or one wing side is merged,
respectively.
In this step, two merged wings are split using the triangular surface
mesh segmentation [22] implementation which is part of the popular
Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL)8 [1]. The algo8 CGAL website: http://www.cgal.org/ [Online; accessed 25-September-2014].
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rithm is based on the Shape Diameter Function (SDF) [21], which provides an estimate of the local object diameter for each face of the
input mesh. Afterwards, a soft clustering approach based on the SDF
values serves as input to a graph-cut algorithm which also considers
the dihedral-angle and concavity of the surface to obtain the final segmentation. According to the detailed mesh segmentation benchmark
[5] comparing automatic algorithms to manually segmented results
by human candidates and evaluating the differences, the SDF-based
approach yields one of the most relevant outputs.
When applied to the dragonfly data set, the algorithm unfortunately fails at some time steps where the geometrical structure of the
merged wings does not expose enough features for separation. This
will be further elaborated in chapter 4 presenting the fundamental
results and insights obtained in this thesis.
Clean wing models: After successful separation of the four wings,
each geometry instance is cleaned up using a vtkCleanPolyData filter.
This is necessary for the removal of unused point data originating
from the connected component extraction and mesh segmentation.
Compute centroid: Next, the centroid of the whole wing model
containing all four wings is computed using the CGAL::centroid function. The centroid is used to roughly estimate the position of the dragonfly’s body.
Determine wing tips and joints: Using the centroid computed
before to approximate the body position, the tips and joints of the
detected wings are determined by iterating over all vertices in the
meshes. The heuristics are simple: the vertex with maximum distance
to the centroid corresponds to the tip, whereas the vertex with minimum distance corresponds to the wing joint with the body.
Assign wings: In order to consistently display the correct wings
at the predefined positions, the extracted wings have to be correctly
assigned to the front/back and left/right position. To keep things
simple, the step is done by computing distances from the wing joints
to empirically determined fixed reference positions around the dragonfly model. The wing tips can not be used for this approach due to
excessive overlapping at the wing tips in several time steps. The wing
joints however have proven to yield consistent results in the dragonfly data set.
Separate surfaces: As illustrated in figure 17, the schematic wing
view offers a top and a bottom perspective on the planarized wings.
Analogously to wing assignment, the separation of top and bottom
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surfaces for each wing has to be done consistently.
In this thesis, a clustering approach based on surface normals was
implemented. First, triangle normals are computed using the vtkPolyDataNormals filter which are then interpreted as points on a unit
sphere around the origin. Subsequently, these points serve as input to
the k-means++ [4] algorithm, which improves robustness of the standard k-means clustering approach by a more strategic selection of the
initial values.
The clustering algorithm is executed with parameter k = 2, i.e., two
surfaces should be separated according to their normal distribution.
After successful clustering, the triangles of the two clustered surfaces
are extracted.

Figure 19: Problematic outliers of the right hindwing surface after normalbased clustering. The detected top surface is colored in magenta,
whereas gray corresponds to the complementary bottom surface.
A critical isolated surface patch is highlighted in red. Minor artifacts at the border are highlighted in blue.

Fix clustering outliers: In general the normal-based clustering approach yields very good results correctly separating the top and bottom surfaces of all wings, which mostly keep their initial flat shape
during movement. However, in some cases wings are bent, resulting
in the incorrect assignment of small surface patches to the wrong
cluster. These are problematic as the subsequent planar parameterization step requires triangulated surfaces which are homeomorphic to
a disk.
This issue is easily detected and fixed by considering the connected
components in the resulting triangle meshes after clustering. If there
are multiple connected components, the one with the (usually by far)
greatest number of triangles is considered as the actual surface mesh.
The remaining patches are treated as outliers, which are merged afterwards with the respective other surface mesh. Notably, the connected
components have to be determined manually, as the vtkPolyDataConnectivityFilter only supports shared vertices as connectivity criterion.
However, in the context of surface clustering, this condition is too
weak and has to be strengthened to consider only adjacent triangles
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with a shared edge as connected.
Figure 19 shows the right hindwing of the dragonfly in the first
time step. The detected top surface is highlighted in magenta, while
the complementary bottom surface is drawn in gray. The image clearly
shows that the connectivity criterion based solely on shared vertices
does not suffice in order to correctly detect the problematic outliers.
Assign top and bottom surfaces: The pairs of detected and connected wing sides have to be correctly assigned to top and bottom
surfaces across all time steps, analogous to the global consistent wing
assignment to front/back and left/right as explained above. Again,
an empirically determined forward-facing reference vector is used in
a simple dot product based check and yields consistent results.
Determine surface points: Having consistently separated top and
bottom surfaces of each wing, some quantities necessary for the subsequent two-dimensional planar visualization are computed. First, for
each side, the points on the surface closest to the previously determined tip and joint are determined by distance. Next, the distance
between tip and joint in the full wing is computed and the maximum
for all four wings is stored. As the wings are slightly deformed across
all time steps of the dragonfly data set, these values will be used to
achieve a uniform normalized scaling for the schematic wing view.
Planar parameterization: The next essential step in obtaining a
two-dimensional projection of the wing surfaces is the calculation
of a planar parameterization for each surface. This is important step
is realized using Least Squares Conformal Maps (LSCM) [14] implemented in the CGAL library [18]. LSCM is a conformal parameterization method with a free border minimizing angle distortions. Only
two vertices have to be constrained to obtain a unique solution, which
is done automatically. However, the resulting planar parameterizations of the wing surfaces have to be rotated and scaled afterwards
for correct and consistent visualization.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA): The computed planar wing
surfaces have to be transformed to their target position, scale and
orientation. Using standard PCA implemented in the vtkPCAStatistics
package, the major eigenvectors of the wing surfaces are determined
and oriented such that they point towards the wing tips. By moving
the centroid of the wings to the correct predefined positions, applying scaling based on the ratios of the previously computed distances
between tips and joints in both 2D and 3D, and aligning the major
eigenvectors with the horizontal axis, the final positions, scales and
orientations are obtained for both sides of all four wings, respectively.
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(a) LSCM output

(b) PCA-based transformation

Figure 20: Using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for final layouting of
the schematic wing view. Centroids are marked in green. The major eigenvectors are visualized by red arrows, pointing towards
the tips which are in bright yellow. Wing joints are denoted by
dark yellow dots.

Figure 20 shows the results of the PCA-based layouting algorithm
applied to the results of the LSCM planarization. Wing centroids are
marked as green dots and the major eigenvectors oriented towards
the tips are visualized by red arrows.
This section covered the technical realization of the schematic wing
visualization, that is available in the QtDragonfly application as an
additional tool supplementary to the three-dimensional pathlet visualization. All essential steps including the segmentation of the individual wings, surface detection, outlier correction, planar parameterization and layouting based on PCA were elaborated.
Finally, the next section 3.3 will present the implementation of the
VruiDragonfly application that was originally developed as a first prototype of the stochastically-seeded pathlet visualization in VR environments during a research visit at Wright State University.
3.3

vrui dragonfly

The VruiDragonfly application is the last tool in the workflow introduced in the beginning of chapter 3 and illustrated in figure 10. While
the previously presented QtDragonfly application was specifically designed for interactive exploration and prototyping of visualization
parameters, VruiDragonfly is intended for final rendering in VR environments after appropriate parameters have been determined.
Naturally, VruiDragonfly integrates the same direct visualization
and vortex visualization using stochastically seeded pathlets which
is also employed by the QtDragonfly application. Please refer to section 3.2.2 for design and implementation specifics of the visualization
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procedure.
As the name suggest, the immersive VruiDragonfly application is
based upon the powerful Vrui framework9 developed by Oliver Kreylos. The toolkit is designed to shield the developer from the particular
configuration of various Virtual Reality (VR) environments by providing high-level abstraction and encapsulation.
Figure 21 shows an example of the desktop version of VruiDragonfly. The Vrui framework provides simple menu-based interaction,
which is designed to be abstract and usable by various input devices commonly used in VR environments. See figures 4 and 38 for
real world usages in the Display Infrastructure for Virtual Environments (DIVE) at Wright State University.

Figure 21: Desktop version of the VruiDragonfly application showing the
pathlet-based visualization and simple interaction capabilities
provided by the Vrui framework.

Section 3.3.1 will briefly introduce the general design of the Vrui
toolkit. Afterwards, the technical realization and structure of VruiDragonfly will be elaborated. Challenges during development will be outlined in section 3.3.2.

9 Vrui website: http://idav.ucdavis.edu/~okreylos/ResDev/Vrui/ [Online; accessed
22-September-2014].
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3.3.1

Design

This section will first give a brief introduction to the Vrui development
framework and its basic concepts. Details on the implementation of
VruiDragonfly will be presented afterwards.
The Virtual Reality User Interface (Vrui) was developed by Oliver
Kreylos in order to shield the developer from the particular configurations of various distinct Virtual Reality (VR) environments. This
enables the developer to create applications quickly and in a portable
fashion. Three essential goals constitute the idea of the framework:
• Display abstraction: Drawing a model in user-specific coordinates should display that model on all rendering devices in correct head-tracked stereographic mode. These rendering devices
might be monitors, screens or even head-mounted displays.
• Distribution abstraction: In contrast to simple desktop workstations, larger VR environments are distributed across multiple
machines. The details of distribution should be hidden transparently by the framework.
• Input abstraction: As there exists a wide variety in input devices such as mice, 6-DOF trackers, wands and data gloves, the
toolkit should abstract the inherent differences in hardware and
provide a uniform method for input handling by the application.
The result of applying these major goals is illustrated in figure 22,
which depicts an example of a simple Vrui application running on
both a 4-sided CAVE and a standard laptop. Notably, it is exactly the
same application without recompilation or any conditional treatment
of the platform it is running on or the input devices used. However,
the Vrui backend must be configured and running on the respective
systems. A configuration file is used to define the display setup and
available input devices of the system.
Technically, a functional Vrui-based rendering application can be
easily created by inheriting the public Vrui::Application base class and
implementing the following three virtual methods:
•

virtual void initContext(GLContextData&) const

This method is automatically called by Vrui to initialize an OpenGL
context after its creation. Typically, per-context data is instanced
here and stored in the GLContextData reference.
•

virtual void display(GLContextData&) const
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(a) 4-sided CAVE

(b) Laptop

Figure 22: Example of the same Vrui application running on (a) 4-sided
CAVE and (b) simple laptop (Source: Oliver Kreylos; http://
idav.ucdavis.edu/~okreylos/ResDev/Vrui/).

The display method is called once for every eye in every window on every frame in order to perform rendering.. It must not
change application state, as it is called an unspecified number of
times. It also must not clear the screen or initialize the OpenGL
transformation matrices. When this method is called, Vrui will
already have rendered its own state, e.g. menus, and have set up
the transformation matrices so that all rendering in this method
happens in navigation model coordinates. Typically, the previously created OpenGL-dependent application data is retrieved
from the GLContextData object and used for rendering.
•

virtual void frame()

This function is called exactly once per frame, no matter how
many eyes or windows exist. Thus, it is the right place to change
application state such as running simulations or the animation
models.
The VruiDragonfly application makes use of exactly the above fundamental implementation structure. Additional complexity is introduced by the integration of the VTK framework used for visualization.
All VTK-based rendering is encapsulated in a special custom class
extending the Vrui-internal class GLObject::DataItem. During context
intialization in the initContext(GLContextData&) method, a new instance of the rendering class is created and stored as a data item
in the respective context reference. For rendering, the data item is retrieved from the context in the display(GLContextData&) method and
its rendering method is invoked. The frame() method is only used for
time measurements and advancing the animation.
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3.3.2

Challenges

Thanks to the Vrui framework transferring the visualization techniques
and algorithms originally implemented in the QtDragonfly application to VR environments was most of the time easy and straightforward. However, some interesting issues arised when combining the
two powerful frameworks Vrui and VTK, which both individually try
to take as much load off the developer as possible.
First, due to the context-dependent blackboxed initialization and
rendering imposed by Vrui, all data loading, geometry construction
and visualization had to be encapsulated within the per-context data
item instances. As there is no information provided whether multiple
contexts reside on the same machine or are distributed across different systems, there is no trivial possibility for data sharing. While
this characteristic is negligible when the application is run on a simple desktop machine featuring only a single context, this approach
induces a lot of redundant data on multi-display setups such as the
DIVE VR environment at Wright State University, where three computers drive a 3x3 display arrangement each, summing up to a total of 27
individual OpenGL contexts. Even though barely visible due to the
thin frames, the display arrangement can be recognized in figures 4
and 38.
Practically, VTK was integrated in the Vrui-based application using
the vtkGenericOpenGLRenderWindow class, which can be used to embed the VTK render window concept in arbitrary existing OpenGL
contexts. However, since Vrui provides full management of coordinate
spaces and camera positioning, standard VTK rendering fails due to
invalid nested transformations. For that reason, the default sequence
of render passes in vtkRenderer can not be used and must be manually adjusted. The sequence of render passes in VruiDragonfly consists
of vtkLightsPass, vtkOpaquePass, vtkOverlayPass and vtkTranslucentPass,
which means the standard vtkCameraPass is omitted. This forces VTK
to perform rendering in a fixed standard coordinate system and enables Vrui to fully control the model-view transformation.
Vrui applies a standard scaling for visualization depending on the
stored display configuration in order to match physical head movement of the user and virtual camera movement in the rendering contexts. When adjusting the camera to see the whole dragonfly model,
there is a mismatch between real world distances in the Dive environment and the visualization. This leads to extreme jittering while
using head tracking. Very small head movements and rotations result
in big random leaps of the visualization, which are almost impossible to control. However, the issue can be easily resolved by applying
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proper scaling to the dragonfly model prior to rendering such that
virtual coordinates match with the physical setup.
A rather minor issue that arised during development of VruiDragonfly was proper time measurement. There are several methods for
time management provided by the Vrui framework. First, the static
Vrui::getApplicationTime() method was used, which - according to the
source code documentation - returns the time since the application
was started in seconds and is identical throughout a Vrui frame and
across a cluster. However, invoking this method deadlocked the whole
DIVE environment and eventually crashed the application. Debugging
revealed an internal MPI-based blocking synchronization within the
Vrui framework. The solution was to manually count the total frame
time and use the alternative Vrui::getFrameTime() method, which returns the duration of the last frame in seconds. In VruiDragonfly, the
application time is used in conjunction with a user-defined Frames
Per Second (FPS) parameter to automatically advance the animated
dragonfly visualization.
Concludingly, the most general but also most crucial challenge
when designing and implementing the application for VR environments was the realization of proper input handling. The lack of easy
to use, interactive customizable user interfaces in Vrui was the main
reason that led to the development of the QtDragonfly application,
which is especially designed for parameter exploration and flexible
prototyping of visualizations at various time steps and perspectives.
While this is not a drawback of Vrui per se, this particular design challenge notably impacted the whole workflow developed in this master
thesis.
This section describing the technical details of the VruiDragonfly application concludes the central chapter of this master thesis focusing
on the full scope of implementation specifics. The characteristics of
data preprocessing, the various visualization techniques based on the
FTLE for direct visualization and stochastic seeding of pathlets, and
the Vrui-powered rendering in VR environments have been covered.
In the next chapter, the major results obtained in this master thesis
will be presented.
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The major results obtained in this master thesis are summarized and
analyzed in this chapter. The outputs, characteristics and problems
of the various techniques are elaborated. Especially the influence of
diverse parameter configurations will be studied.
This chapter is structured as follows. Performance results of the
data preprocessing step implemented in the FTLETool will be presented in section 4.1. Afterwards, section 4.2 outlines the usefulness
of the direct FTLE visualization by color mapping. The central pathletbased vortex visualization featuring stochastic seeding will be analyzed in section 4.3. Due to the vast amount of user-controllable parameters available for this visualization technique, that section will
be further subdivided into subsections focusing on seeding, life time
management and visual properties of the pathlets. Next, the supplementary two-dimensional schematic wing view will be investigated
in section 4.4 regarding its final and intermediate results within the
lengthy computational pipeline involved. Finally, the impact of the
VR-based visualization implemented in the VruiDragonfly application
will be studied in section 4.5.
All computations and visualizations were performed on a contemporary 64-bit Linux Mint 17 Cinnamon system based on a 3.5 GHz
quad-core Intel Core i7-4770K processor, 16 GB of RAM and a NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 770 GPU. Furthermore, the applications have been successfully tested on a late 2013 13-inch Retina MacBook Pro, running
OS X 10.9.4 on a 2.4 GHz Intel Core i5-4258U with 8 GB of RAM and
integrated Intel Iris graphics.
Note that the following results will be interpreted with regard to
visual properties and basic physical plausibility. A more sophisticated
aerodynamical analysis should be done by a domain expert.
4.1

preprocessing

As described in section 3.1, the FTLETool is the first application in the
workflow and focuses on the computation of the FTLE fields for all
time steps in the data set and the integration of stochastically seeded
pathlines as outlined in section 2.2.4.
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In the following, several timing and memory consumption measurements of the preprocessing step will be presented for different
configurations, where all tables are structured in a similar way. The
considered variables to be measured are clearly stated and the fixed
values of the remaining variables are given.
The timing measurements of the full time steps will be further
subdivided into the core processing steps according to the following
scheme.
• Offset Wing: Measures the loading of the wing model, offset surface construction and final subdivision.
• Flow Maps: Forward and backward tracing of the flow maps for
all vertices in the subdivided offset mesh.
• FTLE: Computation of the normalized FT LE± fields for all triangles and weighted interpolation at the vertices depending on
triangle areas.
• Pathlines: Full pathline tracing until the end of the data set for all
triangles with FT LE± values greater than the threshold defined
in the configuration.
• Simplification: Simplification of the previously computed pathlines based on the inner angles between the discrete line segments.
Due to the immense amount of time required for performing preprocessing in a great variety of configurations, only the time and size
measurements of the first time steps will be considered. The respective quantities for the final result will be estimated based on extrapolation given the values of first time steps. However, these estimated
values are far from exact and serve only as a rough guideline.
Thus, please note when comparing timing numbers that the processing of the FT LE± values will remain approximately constant across
all time steps. In contrast to that, pathline computation takes longest
in first time step, while computational cost and also memory consumption for pathline computation linearly decrease until the last
time step, since in each time step all pathlines are traced until the
end of the data set.
In all of the following measurements if not stated otherwise the
default configuration parameters will be used as shown in listing 1.
Forward and backward flow map integration time is fixed to approximately 30 time steps, which has proven to yield good results representing flow behavior in the vicinity of the dragonfly wings. Surface
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configuration
Time Steps

5

50

200

450

22 sec

4 min

15 min

41 min

Offset Wing

0 sec

0 sec

0 sec

0 sec

Flow Maps

13 sec

1 min

1 min

1 min

FTLE

1 sec

1 sec

1 sec

1 sec

Pathlines

8 sec

2 min

10 min

24 min

Simplification

0 sec

10 sec

3 min

15 min

2 min

3 hrs

50 hrs

309 hrs

First Time Step

8 mb

12 mb

23 mb

28 mb

Estimated Total

42 mb

641 mb

4 gb

12 gb

runtime
First Time Step

Estimated Total
file size

Table 1: Runtimes and output file sizes for different numbers of time steps
to be preprocessed.

offset is also fixed to the default value of 0.01. The influence of different integration times and offsets in combination with various levels
of subdivision on the direct FTLE visualization is presented in section
4.2.
Table 1 shows the runtime and output file size of the preprocessing
step with respect to the total number of time steps using 8 processing threads. The influence of the number of threads will be studied
afterwards. As can be clearly seen in the table, flow map computation, pathline tracing and simplification constitute the crucial steps of
preprocessing. The computational costs of offset wing construction,
subdivision and FTLE computation are negligible and thus, will be
omitted in the following measurements for clarity reasons. The runtime of the first time step increases linearly with the number of total
time steps. This is expected since flow map and FTLE computation are
constant for all time steps, whereas pathline integration and simplification has to be done for the full selected data range. Only the first
column measuring 5 time steps shows a reduced flow map computation time, which is due to the fact that the default range for flow
map integration requires approximately 30 time steps, thus resulting
in truncation of the flow map tracing.
Naturally, in a perfect parallel world, computation time decreases
linearly with the number of threads used for processing. However,
various additional factors have to be considered, which usually hinder or even counteract perfect scaling. Table 2 shows the disillusion-
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configuration
Threads

1

2

4

8

2 min

2 min

2:24 min

4 min

Flow Maps

55 sec

49 sec

55 sec

90 sec

Pathlines

56 sec

1:02 min

1:17 min

2:20 min

Simplification

9 sec

10 sec

10 sec

10 sec

1:40 hrs

1:40 hrs

2 hrs

3:25 hrs

runtime
First Time Step

Estimated Total

Table 2: Preprocessing runtime depending on the number of CPU threads
used for the computation of the first 50 time steps.

ing results of applying multithreading to flow map and pathline tracing. The runtime clearly increases with the number of threads used.
Interestingly, the system monitor shows full system utilization when
using all cores, indicating that even though threads are working, they
are interfering with each other, probably provoking an increased number of cache misses. This extreme behavior is unfortunate, yet not
totally surprising. The VTK documentation clearly states that data access and interpolators are not thread-safe. Therefore, as described in
section 3.1.3, all VTK-based instances required for vector field interpolation are shallow copied in order to allow multi-threaded access
by duplicating management information for each thread. However,
the results show that this simple approach does not suffice to break
down the great complexity of the VTK framework in order to allow
multi-threaded access.
In the following measurements the default configuration is adjusted
to compute the first 50 time steps of the dragonfly data set using a
single processing thread.
Table 3 shows the runtimes of using different numbers of integration steps for flow map computation. Once the velocity vector fields
have been loaded into memory, there is only little variance in computation time when using different numbers of integration steps. This
indicates that within a certain range of sampling resolutions the cell
caching algorithms within vtkInterpolatedVelocityField work reasonable
well. Only after increasing the number of integration steps to values
greater than 100 the computation time is relevantly impacted. Thus,
in order to allow precise approximations of the flow map used for
FTLE computation, the default number of integration steps is set to
100 in the preprocessing configuration.
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configuration
Integration Steps

10

50

100

200

1:55 min

1:52 min

2:03 min

2:25 min

Flow Maps

58 sec

45 sec

56 sec

1:19 min

Pathlines

48 sec

57 sec

56 sec

56 sec

Simplification

7 sec

10 sec

10 sec

10 sec

1:33 hrs

1:33 hrs

1:32 hrs

2:01 hrs

runtime
First Time Step

Estimated Total

Table 3: Preprocessing runtime depending on the number of integration
steps used for flow map tracing in the computation of the first 50
time steps.

The impact of different levels of recursive subdivision on the runtime and output file size is depicted in table 4. Additionally, the
numbers of vertices, triangles and traced pathlines with FTLE value
greater than the default threshold of 0.3 are given. Using the butterfly scheme presented in section 3.1.4, the number of vertices and
triangles quadruples with each level of subdivision. As expected, this
leads to increases in runtime and output file size. However, interestingly, while the number of traced pathlines first increases with finer
mesh granularity, the value decreases again at higher levels of subdivision. This effect might be caused by numerical instabilities due to
the fine mesh resolution.
Finally, table 5 shows runtime and file size measurements with regard to full pathline preprocessing. The influence of the minimum
FTLE threshold for seeding and the threshold angle for pathline simplification are studied. Besides timing and memory consumption, the
number of seeded pathlines and the total number of discrete pathline points after simplification are measured. As comparable insights
were already obtained for the flow map integration time depicted in
table 3, the number of pathline integration steps is omitted for now
and the default value of 40 is used.
First, comparing the differences for the minimum FTLE seeding
threshold shows the direct influence on the preprocessing runtime.
The smaller the seeding threshold, the more pathlines have to be
precomputed, leading to increased computational cost for pathline
tracing and simplification in addition to bigger file sizes. Lowering
the threshold angle used for pathline simplification shows no noticeable impact on simplification runtime. However, the output file size
is clearly affected due to the increased number of discrete pathline
representation points that need to be stored.
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configuration
Subdivision

None

1

2

3

1:11 min

2:04 min

4:21 min

11:14 min

Flow Maps

24 sec

57 sec

2:48 min

9:48 min

Pathlines

41 sec

57 sec

1:17 min

1:06 min

Simplification

6 sec

10 sec

15 sec

11 sec

59:10 min

1:43 hrs

3:38 hrs

9:21 hrs

First Time Step

4.8 mb

12.8 mb

38.7 mb

122.8 mb

Estimated Total

237.5 mb

641.7 mb

1.89 gb

6.0 gb

Vertices

12566

50240

200936

803720

Triangles

25116

100464

401856

1607424

Pathlines

2854

5043

8164

5812

runtime
First Time Step

Estimated Total
file size

geometry

Table 4: The impact of recursive subdivision on preprocessing runtime and
file output size for 50 time steps. Additionally, the numbers of vertices, triangles and seeded pathlines are given for the first time step.

configuration
Minimum FTLE

0.1

0.3

0.5

0.3

Threshold Angle

5

5

5

1

6:54 min

2:02 min

1:24 min

2:03 min

Flow Maps

57 sec

56 sec

56 sec

57 sec

Pathlines

4:43 min

55 sec

26 sec

55 sec

Simplification

1:13 min

10 sec

1 sec

9 sec

5:45 hrs

1:42 hrs

1:10 hrs

1:43 hrs

First Time Step

53.7 mb

12.8 mb

8.0 mb

42.1 mb

Estimated Total

2.62 gb

641.7 mb

402.3 mb

2.06 gb

Pathlines

38873

5043

747

5043

Pathline Points

1522123

181927

25030

1140928

runtime
First Time Step

Estimated Total
file size

geometry

Table 5: Runtime, output file size and geometric quantities for pathline preprocessing of the first 50 time steps. Also, the numbers of seeded
pathlines and discrete representation points are given.

4.2 direct visualization

In this section, several runtime and output file size measurements
regarding the initial preprocessing step were presented. The influence
of the number of time steps, the number of processing threads, the
number of flow map integration steps, the level of recursive subdivision and the pathline parameters have been studied.
Next, the results of direct visualization of the normalized FT LE±
fields using color mapping as introduced in section 2.2.4 will be investigated in the following section 4.2.
4.2

direct visualization

While in the previous section several performance metrics measured
during preprocessing were presented, this and the subsequent sections are dedicated to the visual analysis of the implemented rendering techniques.
Examples of the direct visualization of the normalized FT LE± fields
using color mapping as introduced in section 2.2.4 have already been
shown in several depictions throughout this thesis, i.e., figures 3, 9,
12, 15, 17, 18, 20, and 21.
In this section, the influence of subdivision, offset surface distance
and flow map integration time will be investigated. As already stated
in the introductory text of this chapter, the aerodynamical analysis
and interpretation of the direct visualization results should be done
by a domain expert. The left fore- and hindwing of the dragonfly in
the first time step are used as standard reference model throughout
this section in order to make results comparable.

(a) No subdivision

(b) 1x Subdivision

(c) 2x Subdivision

Figure 23: Different levels of subdivision for the first time step. The remaining configuration is set to the default values.

Figure 23 shows different levels of recursive subdivision for the first
time step of the dragonfly data set. As can be clearly seen, a higher
level of subdivision results in finer FTLE structures on the wing surfaces. However, it remains to a domain expert to decide which level
of granularity is desirable for interpretation and analysis.
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The default value is a single subdivision step as it proved to be a
good trade-off between fine FTLE structures, preprocessing time and
resulting geometry count. Table 4 summarizes the implications of subdivision on the number of vertices, triangles and pathlines.
Next, surface offsetting is studied with respect to offset distance.
Figure 24 shows the direct FT LE± visualizations using color mapping
based on different surface offsets.

(a) No offset

(b) Offset 0.01

(c) Offset 0.08

Figure 24: Direct visualization of first time step using surface offsets (a) 0,
(b) 0.01 and (c) 0.08. The remaining configuration is set to the
default values.

The default surface offset is set to 0.01, as it produces distinct structures and features, whereas the results of increased distances seem
washed out and faded away. Closer distances also lead to disappearing features.
The corresponding offset surfaces to distances 0.01 and 0.08 rendered as wireframe meshes are depicted in figure 25.

(a) Offset 0.01

(b) Offset 0.08

Figure 25: Wireframe meshes of surface offsets (a) 0.01 and (b) 0.08 corresponding to figure 24.

While the level of subdivision and surface offset distance mainly
affect the direct FTLE visualization in terms of visual quality, the integration time has to be interpreted with physical background. The default value is 0.3, which corresponds to approximately 30 time steps
based on the estimated time delta as explained in section 2.1. Figure
26 shows a comparison of using values 0.1, 0.5 and 0.8 as integration
times, which corresponds to 10, 50 and 80 time steps, respectively.

4.3 pathlet-based vortex visualization

(a) Integration time 0.1

(b) Integration time 0.5

(c) Integration time 0.8

Figure 26: Comparison of flow map integration times (a) 0.1, (b) 0.5 and (c)
0.8 for the direct visualization of the first time step. Based on the
estimated simulation time delta, these values correspond to 10,
50 and 80 time steps, respectively.

The integration time defines which regions around the wings are
characterized in terms of flow coherence using the notion of the FTLE.
As depicted in figure 26, higher values lead to more noisy structures
covering larger areas of the wing surfaces. This behavior might be
desirable by a domain expert depending on the interpretation.
However, in this thesis, the normalized FT LE± fields are also used
for stochastic seeding of pathlets in order to precisely exhibit turbulent flow structures. Thus, the integration time is set to default value
of 0.3 in order to prevent densely cluttered pathlets, which would
further increase three-dimensional occlusion and restrict the user’s
capabilities to identify occurring vortices.
In this section the results of the direct FT LE± visualization using
color mapping as introduced in section 2.2.4 was studied. The effects
of subdivision, surface offsets and integration time have been analyzed.
The next section 4.3 presents the results of the central pathlet-based
vortex visualization technique developed in this thesis.
4.3

pathlet-based vortex visualization

This section is dedicated to the analysis of the central pathlet-based
vortex visualization featuring stochastic seeding. Due to the multitude user-controllable parameters, subsection 4.3.1 focuses on seeding, visual properties of the pathlets are investigated in subsection
4.3.2 and using life time extension is studied in subsection 4.3.3. A
range of examples is provided, showing different time steps of the
dragonfly data set from various camera perspectives.
All visualizations are rendered in the QtDragonfly application using a preprocessed default configuration as shown in listing 1. The
influence of various configuration parameters on the direct FTLE visu-
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alization using color mapping was elaborated in the previous section
4.2, which also gives reasons for using the above defaults with regard
to the pathlet approach presented in the following.

4.3.1

Seeding

The visualization of the stochastically picked seeds was already presented in the introductory figure 9. Another example is depicted in
figure 27, showing the seeding positions of time step 25 rendered by
small spheres.
Figure 27 illustrates a nice distributed placement of the seeds along
the wing edges which are characterized as the dominating flow separating regions by the FTLE.

Figure 27: Clear stochastic placement of seeds along the flow separating
wing edges in time step 25.

However, the display of seed points as depicted in figure 27 is
rather irrelevant, since - depending on the chosen interval - pathlets
are continuously seeded in order to collectively yield a vortex representation.
Figure 28 shows time step 85 with minimum FT LE± threshold set
to 0.5 and no minimum winding angle. The frame interval and seed
numbers are set to default values, whereas pathlet radius is decreased
to 65% and life time is increased to 60 time steps.
As an interesting side node, setting life time to 60 means that the
seeds shown above at time step 25 correspond to the oldest generated
pathlets that may still be visible in the following figures. However,
their numbers are probably negligible as in each intermediate time
step at most 160 new pathlets are spawned.

4.3 pathlet-based vortex visualization

Figure 28: Pathlet visualization of time step 85 with minimum FT LE± threshold set to 0.5 and disabled minimum winding angle criterion. Together with an increased pathlet life time of 60 time steps, this
leads to a dense rendering.

While figure 28 exhibits clearly recognizable vortices occurring at
the wing surfaces, the image in general tends to be too dense and
confusing.
Figure 29 improves the situation. Activating the minimum winding
angle criterion without projection results in slightly less occlusion
as depicted in figure 29a, yet the general wild impression remains.
However, a noticeable reduction of the displayed pathlets to vortical
structures can be achieved when enabling the projection on to the regression plane of the pathlets before winding angle summation. This
is depicted in figure 29b.
The same time step is shown from a different perspective in figure
30, while using only a maximum of 50 for both FT LE± seed counts
and seeding at each second time step.
In conclusion, the minimum FT LE± threshold and the minimum
winding angle constitute the central seeding tools in order to achieve
a pathlet filtering with respect to turbulent and vortical flow patterns.
On the other hand, modifying the number of seeds and the seeding
interval influences merely the density of the pathlets to be displayed.
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(a) Projection disabled

(b) Projection enabled

Figure 29: Minimum winding angle set to 350 degrees for seeding in time
step 85. (a) Disabled projection. (b) Enabled projection, which
clearly filters the shown pathlets to the vortical regions.

4.3.2

Pathlet Properties

While fade out time and pathlet radius mainly affect the visual appearance of the pathlets, the life time and length attribute play a more
important role in allowing the user to identify flow behavior. Thus, in
this section the influence of the latter two parameters are investigated.
In order to facilitate comparison with the previous results from section 4.3.1 focusing on seeding, in this section also time step 85 is used
as reference.
Figure 31 shows pathlets with an increased life time of 115 time
steps, i.e., all pathlets that were seeded since the first time step are
still alive. Pathlet length is also increased to 30 time steps, whereas
seeding is slightly adjusted by setting the minimum FT LE± threshold
to 0.4 and the minimum winding angle to 200 degrees without projection to the regression plane. The number of seeds is not modified
and remains 80 for both types.
An increased pathlet life time is particularly useful for visualizing
the long time behavior of pathlets following flow in still images. However, increasing life time and length easily promotes cluttering.
Figure 32 shows same time step from a different perspective using
really short pathlets of length 8, whereas pathlet life time is not modified at 115 time steps. To compensate the lost density, the number of
seeds is increased to 120.

4.3 pathlet-based vortex visualization

Figure 30: Using only 50 seeds and a seeding interval of 2 for time step 85
reduces the density of the visualization noticeably.

Figure 31: Increased pathlet life time of 115 time steps and increased length
of 30 time steps for time step 85.

Reducing pathlet length enables a better differentiation of the single pathlets. However, the resulting images seem slightly more turbulent and noisy to the viewer. Flow behavior and vortex structure are
easier to grasp when visualized by longer and denser pathlets.
The results of the winding angle-based life time extension approach
are presented in the following section 4.3.3.
4.3.3

Life Time Extension

In order to understand the long time behavior of vortices after separation from the dragonfly wings, the concept of life time extension
was introduced. Based on the pathlet’s optionally projected winding
angle summed across a certain given time range, its life time is ex-
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Figure 32: Short pathlets of length 8 with increased life time of 115 time
steps for time step 85 viewed from a different perspective.

tended as specified by the user.
The clear formation of a vortex at the right forewing of the dragonfly is contained in the time steps 50 to 100. This interesting time range
was already demonstrated in the previous examples using time step
85.
A comparison of using life time extension in time step 85 is shown
in figure 33. The example uses default seeding parameters with 80
seeds, a minimum FT LE± threshold of 0.4 and a minimum winding
angle of 350 degrees with projection. This configuration is shown in
figure 33a. However, for figure 33b, life time extension based on winding angles was activated, also using an angle of 350 degrees with projection to the regression plane as criterion, with a time range of 45
time steps in both past and future. The life extension is set to 60 time
steps.
The results are rather simple, as only the structure of the currently
existing vortices is amplified. While the above is only a single example, no other meaningful usage scenarios of the winding angle-based
life time extension could be identified in the whole data set. The criterion is probably not sophisticated enough to capture the formation,
shedding and ongoing flow structure of the occurring vortices in the
dragonfly data set using the pathlet-based rendering approach.
4.4

schematic wing visualization

The goal of the two-dimensional schematic wing view is to provide a
supplementary visualization to the pathlet-based vortex visualization
inherently suffering from occlusion. Arranging the wing surfaces of

4.4 schematic wing visualization

(a) No extension

(b) Extension based on winding angle

Figure 33: Comparison of using life time extension based on the winding
angle in time step 85. (a) No life time extension. (b) Activated
life time extension using an angle of 350 degrees with regression
plane projection and a time range of 45 time steps.

each time step in a uniform schematic layout should ease the process
of identifying and following the behavior of direct FTLE visualization.
Figure 34 shows the top schematic wing view in addition to the corresponding pathlet visualization of time step 73. The two-dimensional
supplementary view allows to study the direct FTLE visualization
which is otherwise occluded and barely visible due to lighting conditions in the three-dimensional view.

(a) Pathlet Visualization

(b) Schematic Wing View

Figure 34: Pathlet visualization in combination with supplementary
schematic wing view of time step 73.

The algorithm implemented in this thesis to compute the schematic
representation was presented in section 3.2.3 and consists of multiple
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steps. A crucial challenge in this context is the separation and identification of the individual wings, which are planarized by LSCM and
positioned using PCA afterwards in order to obtain the final visualization.
As already illustrated in figure 18, several time steps of the dragonfly data set suffer from merged geometries due to their origin in
isosurface extraction. For that reason, one of the first steps in the construction of the schematic view is triangular surface mesh segmentation based on the SDF [21].
Figure 35 shows time step 76 of the dragonfly data set, in which
the wings are merged on both sides. However, both are successfully
and correctly split at the right positions by the mesh segmentation
algorithm, as highlighted by the colored top surfaces in the analysis
view.

Figure 35: Correctly identified and colored wings after successful SDF-based
mesh segmentation on both sides of time step 76.

While the algorithm works well in general, there are some problematic cases when applied to the dragonfly data set. Figure 36 depicts
time step 122, in which on one side the wings can be easily identified
by connected components analysis, whereas the necessary mesh segmentation fails on the other side.
This result is not surprising, considering the functional principle
of the employed segmentation algorithm. An estimate of the local object diameter for each face of the input mesh is provided by the SDF,
which is afterwards used for soft clustering and serves as input to a
graph-cut algorithm also considering the dihedral-angle and concavity of the surface to obtain the final segmentation.

4.4 schematic wing visualization

Figure 36: Failed mesh segmentation on right side of the dragonfly in time
step 122.

As can be seen in figure 36, the merged region in time step 122
does not expose a local object diameter sufficiently distinct from the
general wing thickness. Furthermore, as can be estimated based on
the surface lighting and shadowing, the critical region also does not
show any discriminating features with respect to dihedral-angle and
concavity.
Wing segmentation is only one of multiple steps involved in constructing the uniform schematic wing visualization. If a wing has
been successfully separated and identified, its top and bottom surfaces are determined using normal-based clustering as described in
section 3.2.3, which also explains how to solve the problem of clustering outliers using triangle adjacency-based connectivity filtering. The
problem of clustering outliers is depicted in figure 19.
The final crucial step is constituted by the planar parameterization
using LSCM, a conformal parameterization method with a free border minimizing angle distortions. In seldom cases, the parameterization produces artifact triangles as illustrated in figure 37, showing the
top schematic wing view of time step 51. However, these artifacts be
easily detected and removed by comparing triangle areas. Note, that
these artifacts are not related to the problematic mesh segmentation
step, as in time step 51 all four wing geometries are already properly
separated.
In this section, the results and some pitfalls of the two-dimensional
schematic wing view were presented.
Eventually, the final next section 4.5 will investigate the meaningfulness of applying Virtual Reality (VR) to the proposed vortex visualization of flapping wing dragonfly flight.
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Figure 37: Artifacts of the planar parameterization using LSCM in time step
51.

4.5

virtual reality

The final step of the workflow developed in this master thesis is rendering and interaction in Virtual Reality (VR) environments.
In this last section of the results chapter, an application example
of using the pathlet-based dragonfly visualization in a CAVE-like VR
environment is demonstrated.
As already stated in the introduction, parts of this master thesis
were investigated and implemented during a research visit at Wright
State University, Dayton, Ohio, USA. Especially the VR-based rendering approach using the Vrui framework has been developed in the
visualization laboratory of the Advanced Visual Data Analysis (AViDA)
working group.
Among other interesting devices and system setups, the visualization laboratory hosts the so-called Display Infrastructure for Virtual
Environments (DIVE), a cubical walk-in structure featuring three surrounding large-scale tiled display walls. Each wall consists of a tiled
3x3 arrangement of 46" LED displays with thin frames and is driven
by an individual multi-GPU computer. All of the 27 screens in total
are interlinked and synchronized for stereoscopic 3D rendering using active shutter glasses. Head tracking and input device tracking is
realized by a surrounding array of calibrated high-precision cameras
mounted to the top rack of the cubical frame.
Figure 38 shows the stereoscopic rendering of the pathlet-based
vortex visualization displayed on the front and left display walls. The

4.5 virtual reality

thin frames of the individual LED screens can be recognized on closer
inspection. While the gamepad-like input device is occluded, some of
the white marker balls attached to the shutter glasses for head tracking are vaguely perceptible.

Figure 38: VruiDragonfly running in Display Infrastructure for Virtual Environments (DIVE) at Wright State University.

A core requirement when developing visualization software for VRbased rendering is achieving high frame rates, as low refresh rates
can increase issues like motion sickness and headaches for the user.
The split workflow approach implemented in this thesis helps to accomplish this requirement. As the VruiDragonfly application is relieved from the major computationally intensive procedures, which
are moved to the offline preprocessing step in the FTLETool, simply
all time steps and the corresponding geometry required for rendering
can be loaded and constructed once on the fly.
While VR-assisted visualization is an eyecatcher in general, especially in the impressive Display Infrastructure for Virtual Environments (DIVE) setup, it is far from being an allround solution. In the
case of this master thesis, the VruiDragonfly application has only minor visual impact in comparison to the desktop-based rendering using the QtDragonfly application, which even offers better user interaction capabilities.
The dragonfly is a problematic application example due to its geometric structure. While the user-surrounding DIVE setup is particularly useful for immersive virtual worlds and data sets, the dragonfly
data set can basically only be meaningfully viewed from an outside
observer in contrast to an inside perspective. For that reason, a classic
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flat display suffices for the dragonfly visualization.
On the other hand however, the display setup of VR environments
should not be confused with the capability of stereoscopic rendering.
Stereoscopy enhances the illusion of depth in an image and otherwise occluded and cluttered geometry can be perceived much more
vividly. This effect is very helpful for grasping the structure of vortices visualized by the pathlet-based approach as presented in this
thesis.
In the next concluding chapter 5, the ideas and results of this master thesis are summarized in section 5.1. Open questions and an outlook to possible future work are given in section 5.2.

5

CONCLUSION

This chapter concludes the present master thesis on the visualization
of vortices occurring during flapping wing dragonfly takeoff. Section
5.1 summarizes the work, whereas the subsequent section 5.2 discusses open questions and proposes future work.
5.1

summary

The goal of this master thesis is to investigate the aerodynamical characteristics of flapping wing dragonfly flight by explorative visualization methods. Especially the identification of unsteady lift production
mechanisms is of great interest and is approached in this thesis by
trying to visually capture the formation, shedding and structure of
vortices by using a pathlet-based rendering technique.
An essential mathematical concept used to achieve this aim is the
notion of the Finite-Time Lyapunov Exponent (FTLE), a widespread
mathematical tool for the analysis of unsteady flow behavior by characterizing the trajectory coherence of particles closely seeded in the
vicinity of the wing surfaces and following advection by air flow.
In an offline preprocessing step, FTLE fields and full pathlines are
computed for the full dragonfly data set. These results can then be
used either for viewing in an interactive GUI-based prototyping application for parameter space exploration or for stereoscopic rendering in VR environments.
Two visualization approaches using the preprocessed FTLE structures have been presented. Vortical structures occurring at and around
the flapping dragonfly wings are visually captured using stochastically seeded pathlets, which can be configured using a multitude of
parameters and properties. However, due to the inherent occlusion
problems, a supplementary two-dimensional schematic view of the
top and bottom wing surfaces has been implemented. This visualization is realized by a chain of algorithms, featuring mesh segmentation based on Shape Diameter Functions (SDFs), normal-based surface
clustering, planar parameterization using Least Squares Conformal
Maps (LSCM) and a Principal Component Analysis (PCA)-guided layouting procedure.
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Employing FTLE-based stochastic seeding of pathlets yields the major advantage of enabling an automatic spawning of pathlets in the
vicinity of interesting occurring turbulent regions. While the presented
results show that the pathlet-based visualization is suitable to capture
the primary formation and geometric structure of vortical flow patterns, their long time behavior is hard to grasp in a non-cluttered way.
The supplementary schematic wing visualization has resulted in
a useful aid to improve perception of turbulent structures on the
dragonfly wing surfaces as characterized by the notion of the FTLE.
Using the two-dimensional view in addition to the three-dimensional
pathlet rendering enables the user to overcome the inherent occlusion
problems of the pathlet-based approach. However, the construction of
the schematic view fails at several time steps due to improper mesh
segmentations of the merged wing geometries originating from isosurface extractions.
Rendering the dragonfly visualization in Virtual Reality (VR) environments has shown mixed results. While stereoscopy improves
depth perception and shows vortical pathlet structures more vividly,
the usage of immersive environments is not effective as there are only
very limited internal structures to be observed in the dragonfly data
set.
5.2

open questions and future work

This section discusses open questions and possible future work regarding the pathlet-based vortex visualization technique presented
in this thesis.
Most crucial is a domain expert review in order to analyze the
results and possibilities provided by the developed applications. The
proposed algorithms and visualization techniques should be discussed
with a domain expert who has experience in the aerodynamics of flapping wing theory and the physics of dynamic flow.
Furthermore, there are several enhancements that could be integrated in the developed system.
First, more sophisticated vortex detection criteria such as the λ2 [10] or Q-criterion [9] could be implemented in order to improve pathlet seeding. These criteria could also be used to drive additional supporting visualization techniques. Besides improved seeding, the filtering of pathlets to vortical and turbulent regions could be enhanced
using techniques such as streamline analysis based on the distribu-

5.2 open questions and future work

tion of geometric features [15].
Also internal enhancements and improvements to the existing software are conceivable. The extremely inefficient multi-threaded pathline tracer should be reworked from ground up in order to reduce
preprocessing times drastically.
Additionally, the visualization could be augmented by attaching
the virtual camera to fixed positions close to the wing tips and looking down the wing axis. This perspective could improve the perception of vortex generation and shedding at the wing edges.
Next, the schematic wing surface view could be integrated in the
rendering for Virtual Reality (VR) environments. Especially
the effectiveness of utilizing the supplementary two-dimensional representation within a stereoscopically rendered possibly immersive
display environment has to be questioned.

Vrui-based

Finally, applying the presented techniques to other data sets would
be highly interesting. These could be other reconstructed flapping
wing animals such as bees, which provide different geometric properties than the dragonfly, or even technical models of miniature flight
objects such as Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs). Particularly the latter would
be an interesting case study and the proposed methods could be used
for the analysis and optimization of flight characteristics in case of
damaged wing structures.
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